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ABSTRACT
By focusing on the noun portion of the conventional Michif sentence, consisting of
Cree verb phrases with the intertwining of French noun phrases, the objective of this
research is to attempt to reveal some novel parallels in languages, as an initial step in the
process of understanding more about the genesis of Michif and American Sign Language.
In examining the separate and individual histories and applications of French Sign
Language (FSL), American Sign Language (ASL), North American Indian Sign
Language (NAISL), and the Amerindian Michif Language, certain commonalities and
parallels are indeed present, even transcending the boundaries of diverse races, cultures,
and modalities of transmission. Subsequently, one language’s perspective may be used in
an effort to understand the genesis of another.
Having withstood negative attitudes, these languages have respectfully endured and
have persisted in defining the affiliated members’ respective cultures and in depicting
their self-identifying empowerment in a dominating society different from and unlike
their own. Translating randomly selected Michif nouns to American Sign Language is
perhaps, at best, an initial step in optimistically discovering both how and why the Michif
language was derived from two separate and distinct language entities, with further
research obviously required. A sociolinguistic perspective then allows the reader to
examine how these particular languages and their parallels are capable of signifying and
demonstrating a cultural self-identity, relative status, and perception of the world.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Through examining the various histories and copious contributing attributes of
French Sign Language (FSL), American Sign Language (ASL), North American Indian
Sign Language (NAISL), and the Amerindian Michif language, this thesis attempts to
demonstrate certain parallels in these specific languages and to represent the noun portion
of the Michif phrase when translated to American Sign Language (ASL). It is
optimistically anticipated that because of this particular targeted research that some
aspects will be discovered concerning both how and why the languages of Michif and
American Sign Language were generated or formed. The focus of this thesis also
includes a sociolinguistic view of how culture, race, and modality of language are critical
and integral elements in the overall genesis of a society’s language and in their perception
of and place in the world.
Overview of French Sign Language (FSL), American Sign Language (ASL),
and North American Indian Sign Language (NAISL)
French Sign Language (FSL)
The National Institution for Deaf-Mutes (as it was referred to at that time), also
known as St. Jacques, was established in Paris, France in the 18th century and served as
an archetype for hundreds of subsequent schools throughout the world. Its founders, “the
father of the deaf,” the Abbd Charles-Michel de l'Epde, and his pupil, the Abbd RochAmbroise Sicard, both helped to motivate pride in the deaf population (Lane 6). Also,
1
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both founders established recognition of the deaf language through a system of manual
French signs used predominantly in fingerspelling, based on a manual alphabet as seen in
Figure 1 (Lane 85).
After the death of de l'Eptr in 1789, Sicard was appointed the Institution's director.
Sicard was later exiled by The Directory (France's reigning power at the time), and after
28 months, Sicard was re-appointed by Napoleon Bonaparte’s order (Lane 28-33).
Eventually, King Louis XVI designated Jean Massieu to be “Abb6 Sicard’s teaching
assistant” (Lane 6). Massieu, being deaf, became known as “the first deaf teacher ever,”
thus typifying the possibilities of accomplishments both in and by the deaf demographic
(Lane 17). Massieu reciprocally taught Sicard the basics of the preferred signed language
of the Deaf community, hence substantiating a level of reverence and authority for the
deaf (Lane 23). Yet, it was Jean Saint-Semin who emphasized the importance of
“ordering words in [a] sentence [along with] the rules for agreement among them,”
essentially devising a method of numbering the parts of speech in a sentence and
facilitating the deaf s education in identifying potentially absent French words (Lane 32).
The deaf, during this period and before the intervention of Epde, did, in fact, have
a sign language already established that they readily used to communicate amongst
themselves and others close to them (Lane 58-59), and certainly, “no individual, however
gifted, can invent a language” (Padden and Humphries 28). Yet, Epde and his associates
provided these deaf people with an avenue to match their ideas with the French written
word (Lane 58-59).

Photographie Bibkotheque Rationale, Paris
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Figure 1. The Historical French Manual Alphabet. Source: Harlan Lane, When the Mind
Hears (1984), page 85. Reprinted with permission by The National Photography Library
in Paris, France.
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In Deaf Culture (and in this thesis), the small “d” in the word “d eaf’ refers to “the
audiological condition of not hearing”. The uppercase “D” in the word “D e a f’ refers to
“a particular group of people, who share a language, [...] and also a culture, [...], who
have inherited their sign language, use it as a primary means of communication among
themselves and in their connection to the larger society” (Padden and Humphries 2).
The deaf of this era receiving instruction from Epde (and his associates) could
ultimately sign (fingerspell) French sentences when provided with text, and they “could
[also] write precise French sentences from signed dictation” (Lane 62). However, when
using Epde's methodology, this, as a result, prevented his pupils from understanding the
inherent meanings of the sentences, and concurrently, Epee's students lacked the
knowledge o f constructing any sentences independently or autonomously. The primary
focus or overall objective for the deaf in this instance was on translating words and in
documenting them in writing, and not emphasizing the need for absolute understanding
of the fundamental concepts or ideas being reiterated (Lane 62).
Fingerspelling is basically “oral language written in air” (Lane 68); however,
“sentences in French Sign Language [constitute] less words than their [established]
French [renderings],” subsequently removing nonessential “articles, many prepositions,
and [other requisite] French grammar,” therefore, adequately displaying relationships
spatially, using an altered word pattern (Lane 61).
Historically, Pedro Ponce de Ledn, a Spanish priest in the 16th century, was
reportedly the first to devise a manual alphabet to teach the deaf (Lane 86). Yet,
philologist and 17th century Spaniard, Juan Pablo Bonet, wrote the first book (published
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in 1620) about instructing the deaf to speak entitled, Reductions o f the Letters o f the
Alphabet and Methods o f Teaching Deaf-Mutes to Speak (Lane 68, 74, 86). Bonet's
philosophy implicated that in order to facilitate the deafs learning processes, all
individual speech sounds should be designated by a corresponding, unvarying, visible
handshape analogous to a written letter (Lane 86).
It seems, however, that Bonet's handshapes were first documented thirty years
earlier in a prayer book authored by a Franciscan monk named Melchor Yebra, who, in
turn, credited them to Saint Bonaventure (Lane 87). These handshapes, whoever
deserves the appropriate credit for comprising them, are still being used presently in both
“Europe and the Americas” (Lane 86).
In the not so distant past (which may include those who are still uneducated,
ignorant, and unaware today), the ideology or mentality of the 19th century epoch
concerning most people's perceptions of the deaf was based on the conceptual premises
of Aristotle and Socrates. Both of these philosophers, perhaps inadvertently and
prematurely, negated possibilities that the deaf could occupy intellectual capabilities.
Specifically, Aristotle’s belief was that “of all the senses, hearing contributes the most to
intelligence and knowledge-by accident, since sound is contingently the vehicle of
thought” (Lane 91).
Be that as it may, it is presently known that people of the deaf community (past and
present) are highly and profoundly intelligent, hence being capable of both “hearing” and
“speaking” using a different modality, when compared to the standard set forth by their
counterparts of the hearing community. Therefore, the deaf do, as a matter of fact,
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constitute the inherent qualities specified by Aristotle’s previously denoted criteria of
conceptual analysis.
A key distinction about people’s perceptions and cognitions is that when hearing
words, it is done sequentially; yet, when seeing words, as well as gestures and signs, this
is achieved simultaneously in the mind, and overall, both become an integral part of
understanding. Still, in sign language (particularly ASL), multiple concepts can be
demonstrated, revealed, and indicated explicitly within the same instance (Schein and
Stewart xi).
All too often, deaf-mutes have had the tendency to be classified as retarded and,
only circa the 12th century, “were allowed to marry,” if they were able to demonstrate
that they were able to grasp the ritual’s significance. Beyond that, those who could speak
but were deaf, and comprehended the oral language, received a higher status in society
both legally and socially (Lane 93).
Also, during the 18th century, there was a definite “push” for oralism in teaching the
deaf to speak and to communicate in the language of the hearing world. Many
proponents of this movement, such as Jacob Rodrigues Pereire, believed that the innate
sign language of the deaf community was merely pantomime and was an ineffectual
means of communicating ideas as well as abstract thoughts (Lane 67, 96). Meaningful
body motions are used in sign languages, but pantomime or gestures without speech do
not wholly represent signed languages, just as noises in English do not represent the
totality of that language (Padden and Humphries 7). Perhaps it is a human tendency to
try to alter and to conform anything appearing alien (like sign language) to one's own
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frame of reference (oral speech) and to attempt to make it conform to a person’s
accustomed standards.
Declaring that signs are merely equal representations of words, only in a manual
form, is inaccurate also, in that “signs may represent more general concepts with the
refined nature of the concept derived from context and [certain] nonmanual signals” such
as facial expressions and body posture (Schein and Stewart 29). In fact, nonmarmal
characteristics or traits of sign language (such as ASL) including “raised eyebrows,
puffed cheeks, dropping shoulders, and eyes glancing to the side” often operate as signs,
too, providing a definite grammatical purpose (Schein and Stewart 44).
Signing is like spoken languages in being capable of conveying “the same
intellectual, expressive, and social functions” through “complex organizational
properties” with “the form of many a sign [being] strikingly appropriate for what it
designates” (Klima and Bellugi 1, 6). Even though many signs in ASL have stemmed
from “mimetic representation,” through the passage of time, these signs “lost their
original transparency [becoming] constrained more tightly by the lingui

c system”

(Klima and Bellugi 34).
Throughout many cultures in various countries around the world, deaf people who
have not attained either an oral or a signed language basically convey their thoughts and
ideas “via gestures” (Morford 165). Even so, the deaf's signed language is most certainly
not pantomime, in that “most signs do not paint or portray so faithfully [messages] that
[one] can guess [or determine] their meaning.” In fact, deaf signs must be done and/or
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demonstrated quickly and provide easy intercommunication and understanding in
meaning, and these specifications “cannot be met with pantomime” (Lane 96).
Many deaf mutes find mastering speech unimportant, an agonizing effort, as well as
undesirable, and they would rather sign and, indeed, prefer signing as an overall method
of communicating. Fingerspelling, then, becomes their second choice for transferring
ideas, as many consider it also to be a tedious and a laborious process in trying to convey
information efficiently (Lane 98). When fingerspelling, “clarity is more important than
speed” (Moore and Levitan 75).
Fingerspelling (regularly in ASL) is used to indicate the names of people, cities,
states, as well as the titles of books and movies, and certain brand names. It is also used
particularly for “fingerspelled loan signs” consisting of “two-to-five letter, commonly
used words that have their own unique patterns of movement.” These fingerspelled
words differ from regular fingerspelling and have developed into, in a sense, ASL signs
themselves like “OK,” “CAR,” and “BUS.” The signer’s hand should be placed “slightly
to the right [or left] of [the] face, and below [the] chin.” The elbow should be pointing
down in close proximity to the body with the arm in a relaxed state. The signer should
attempt to prevent the “bouncing” of each letter being signed; fingerspelling is considered
secondary to signing (Smith, Lentz and Mikos 33).
In order to teach anyone a new language readily, the ultimate methodology is to learn
his or her innate language; as such, and in the case of the Deaf community, the best
avenue for fundamental learning is, therefore, signing (Lane 98). Therefore, oralists
intentionally disfeaturing and disenfranchising the deaf s innate language in order for it to
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match oral language and not employing the deaf s principal language actually hinder the
deaf person's overall instruction and education. In addition, this negative consequence
results in the deaf having only partial cognitions of overall meanings (Lane 63).
Pertaining to the notion of language acquisition and culture, “it is assumed that
children have access to adult models of a human language.” Furthermore, languages that
are signed typically should be attained as a “mother tongue” or first language, and deaf
children who are deprived from learning and acquiring a signed language lose an
opportunity to form associations and to interconnect in sharing a history with other
people who are deaf (Padden and Humphries 120-121).
Itard’s “Wild Bov of Avevron”
Dr. Jean-Marc Itard, the “Wild Boy of Aveyron's” teacher, and Baron Joseph Marie
De Gdrando, St. Jacques' new administrative board leader in 1814, next led the fervor for
the adoption of oralism by the deaf community (Lane 121). First, Itard, after finishing his
attempts of civilizing the “Wild Boy” also known as “Victor”, then began concentrating
his efforts on trying to figure out what caused deafness and in how to potentially
eradicate it. Itard’s atrocious “curative” methods ranged from electrical shocks, intrusive
probes, catheterizing ears, to fracturing skulls in his fruitless efforts to restore hearing to
the deaf (Lane 132-134).
Itard initially believed that training the deaf to speak, excluding the use of sign, was
another avenue to undertake in “transform [ing] a deaf [person] into a hearing one” (Lane
136). Eventually, however, Itard finally realized that in order to truly educate the deaf,
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the learning process “must be conducted in sign” in order for full comprehension to take
place (Lane 138). Itard’s philosophy of “total education” also included the deaf’s
acquiring of “knowledge and traditions” of a true community of people in a distinct
society, with this inherent information subsequently and fittingly being transferred in
their own language (Lane 140).
Next, Joseph-Marie De Gdrando, another advocate for oralism, categorized the deaf
as being “savages” with an “‘impoverished language’” futile for their education. Circa
1827, under the direct authority of De Gdrondo, signing was to be “banned” and “no
more deaf faculty” were to be permitted at St. Jacques. Still, deaf teaching assistants
were to be allowed and the new, primary objective would be “on lip reading and
articulation” (Lane 147-148).
Opposition to this curriculum was vast, and FSL was later re-implemented as the
chief method of instruction at the Institute. It seems that because of these struggles for
dominance in the areas of the deaf s curricula, the “combined method” of instruction and
experimenting in “mainstreaming” (placing the deaf in conventional public schools) was
first initiated. In fact, Alexandre Blanchet began an educational agenda to integrate and
“educate the deaf in ordinary hearing schools” (public schools), and in due time, the trials
of forcing the compliance of oralism on the deaf were ultimately seen as erroneous
endeavors (Lane 149-152).
In 1975, in the United States of America, The Education of All Handicapped
Children Act, PL 94-142, under President Ford became law, thus implementing the
“mainstreaming” of deaf children into regular district schools offering to them “the least
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restricted environment” for a “free education at public expense”, hence constituting the
reconfiguring of various programs to suit the child as needed (Neisser 145).
Much earlier however, Roch-Ambroise Bdbian was the first hearing person to
incorporate FSL into a curriculum guidebook, transitioning each level of learning into
stages of systematic advancements. Also, he published a book to go with the
aforementioned reference book describing the rules of FSL, initially adding some
characters he created and then allocating them to “distinctive hand movements, shapes,
and positions,” finally “add[ing] some for facial expression” in order to more clearly
explain certain concepts (Lane 118). Overall, Bdbian was “the first instructor to use
French Sign Language” in teaching French to the deaf, and he overtly indicated a
disliking for the previously taught manual French (Lane 118-119).
Other notable, accomplished deaf people significant to the development and history
of FSL include Ferdinand Berthier, an exceptionally bright student of Laurent Clerc's
with an affinity for learning various languages and who is credited with creating the first
conceived social organization for the deaf. Eventually, Berthier was the first deaf person
“ever awarded the Legion of Flonor” (Lane 116).
Another deaf forerunner named Pierre Pdlissier, in 1844, published the “first
pronouncing sign dictionary of sign language ” hence “documenting the reduced signs
actually used by the d eaf’ in a visual form. Also, Saint-Jacques Claudius Forestier was
“the first vice-president of [T]he [N]ational [W] el fare [SJociety for the [D ]eaf ’ (Lane
116-117).
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American Sign Language (A S P
Laurent Clerc, a student of Massieu's, came to The National Institute for DeafMutes in Paris in 1793 (Lane 4). Initially, Clerc was never instructed in FSL, yet he
learned it from other deaf students and faculty who were using it to teach manual French
(Lane 13). Clerc, being a highly accomplished student, in 1805 graduated from St.
Jacques and in 1807 was ultimately given a teaching assistant position with Massieu
(Lane 155).
In Britain during this time, the English deaf received no instruction using the
techniques of Epde because Britain had not been under Napoleon's rule. Instead, the deaf
in Britain instituted their own deaf sign language, the manual British version
implementing the English language, using the system established by the Braidwoods. In
America, Thomas Gallaudet became interested in the education of the deaf there, due to
his interacting with his neighbor, a deaf child by the name of Alice Cogswell (Lane 167160).
In 1813, Thomas Gallaudet perceived Alice Cogswell as being a “disabled hearing
child”, who was in desperate need of learning a language in order to empower herself in
the world around her. Subsequently, using a stick to draw letters in the dirt, Gallaudet
showed Miss Cogswell how to spell the word “h-a-t” and then placed a hat next to the
word on the ground to indicate that the two representations were the same (Lane 174176). Then, in Hartford, Connecticut in 1814, Alice Cogswell attended the prestigious
school of the poet, Lydia Sigourney, and Miss Cogswell repeated her tasks in class “using
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Figure 2. The British Two-Handed Manual Alphabet. Source: Internet Web Site,
URL Address: http://www.deafblind.com/deafsign.html#!.
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a mixture of home-sign, pantomime, and fmgerspelling employing the two-handed
British Manual Alphabet” shown in Figure 2 (Lane 178-179).
Later, in 1814, Thomas Gallaudet graduated from the Theological Seminary School
in Andover and decided to tutor Alice Cogswell himself (Lane 183). Soon, Gallaudet
elected to travel to England to study the Braidwood's processes of deaf teaching,
ultimately in order to establish a school for the deaf in America. However, Gallaudet
soon discovered that the Braidwoods were “secretive and unaccommodating” in not
wanting to adequately share their methods with others (Lane 160).
Eventually, those in charge of educating the deaf in Paris at the National Institute
for the Deaf in February 1816 cordially asked Thomas Gallaudet to attend and examine
their practices and techniques (Lane 160,162). Laurent Clerc first met Thomas
Gallaudet at a m unicipal address in England in 1815 (Lane 158, 160). After spending
time interacting with Clerc and observing the overall curriculum of the St. Jacque’s
Institute, Gallaudet realized the distinct advantageous variations in the manners of the
French deaf pedagogy over the English methods. Particularly, the predominant emphasis
of the English was on “vocalization” while the French, through much trial and tribulation,
stressed the importance and the necessity of the deaf's overall education using sign (Lane
190-191).
Thomas Gallaudet pressed Laurent Clerc to travel with him to Hartford,
Connecticut, so that those in America could witness Clerc's accomplishments, ultimately
sharing his knowledge with others, and through this gracious overture, signaling hope to
the uninstructed and the uneducated deaf in the new world (Lane 199). Clerc and his
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colleagues were somewhat reluctant in agreeing to the idea of Clerc going to an area
where the newly accepted religion was Protestant and not Clerc's chosen faith of
Catholicism. Nevertheless, it was decided and concluded that Clerc would be allowed to
preserve his faith implicitly and would not be forced to suppress his religious practices
(Lane 201-202).
According to the philosophy of John Locke, a leading intellectual of the late 17th
and early 18th centuries, an inherent association between words verbally expressed to the
concepts they represent is nonexistent. Therefore, Ep6e concluded that words in writing
had the capacity to be useful to the deaf just as words spoken abet the hearing in
comprehension and understanding. Consequently as synthesized from this ideology.
Epde was the first to devise a method to instruct the deaf in using written French in
addition to applying a manual alphabet of corresponding handshapes. Yet, it was
Gallaudet who finally surmised and further deliberated that manual signs are functional in
indicating or in exemplifying thoughts equivocally to those denoted by words spoken
and/or written (Lane 209).
Gallaudet was strongly against forcing the deaf to incorporate speech into their
educational curriculum. In particular, he found that sign language is a substantially more
adequate means of communicating than other modalities since “[sign language] includes
the changes in our bodies and countenances produced by the movements of the soul”
(Lane 209-2 OV
Both Clerc and Gallaudet finally reached America on August 9, 1816. ASL stems
from FSL, and it is probable that FSL’s influence on ASL directly resulted from Clerc’s
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interaction with Gallaudet (Lane 213). Approximately 60% of ASL’s vocabulary signs
are derived from FSL (Moore and Levitan 51). Overall, people using a certain language
and its codes (whether verbal or nonverbal) uniformly decide to accede to specific
elements or regulations based upon certain principles and standards in declaring them to
be a defined “language.” However, various misperceptions about signing as a language
do exist, and Clerc put together a list of the most common ones presented in Table 1
(Lane 212-213).

labl£_L_Pix..... .»{. Fallacies u. Misconceptions about Signing.
Incorrect Assumptions

Contrary Explanations

1.

Sign Language is Pictorial

If so, sign would be readily recognized
and simple to assimilate-not so,
however.

2.

Sign Language is Universal

This erroneous idea stems from the
incorrect notion that sign is pictorial.

3.

Sign Language is Concrete Lacking
the Capacity for Abstract
Applications

Sign is capable of using tangible words
and their meanings to communicate
conceptual thoughts (Love, Faith, Belief,
Trust).

4.

Sign Language is Primitive

This inaccuracy stems from signed to
written literal translations, hence
breaking accepted rules making the
derivations seem primitive and
ungrammatical.

For the most part, the use of sign as a language can be seen as favorable, in that,
much of people's daily conversations and occurrences pertain to things visual and tactile
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as compared to what is auditory, olfactory, or salivary. In addition, sign languages are,
and can sometimes be, more effective in describing what takes place when encompassing
life’s experiences in a highly visual world (Lane 213).
After Gallaudet and Clerc began a i

ide to solicit funds for founding a deaf

school in America, Clerc presented his curriculum concepts before the Connecticut
Legislature in the co-capitals of Hartford and New Haven. Finally, on April 15th, 1817
in Hartford, the first classes for the deaf in the western world began at the Connecticut
Asylum for the Education and Instruction of Deaf and Dumb Persons (Lane 216-222).
For Clerc and Gallaudet, translating French to English using the correlating
methodical signs, in most cases, was relatively easy, but when there was not a
corresponding sign already available, one had to be formulated. Additional classroom
conversation among the participants also included written English as well as the French
Manual Alphabet (fingerspelling). Progressively, Clerc's FSL was augmented and
retailored by the American students, a process that has been perceived as a “natural
evolution,” thus encouraging the genesis of ASL (Lane 226-227).
The American Manual Alphabet consists of an arrangement of handshapes, each
corresponding to an English alphabet letter. The American Manual Alphabet, as seen in
Figure 3, is a variation of the French Manual Alphabet indicating many similarities, yet it
is remarkably unlike that of the two-handed British Manual Alphabet (Costello 511).
Initial students coming to the newly founded American deaf school first communicated
using a so-called “abridged pantomime.” Typically, when specifying something not
present, these students would attempt to represent its formation and/or structure, along
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Figure 3. The American Manual Alphabet. Source: Elaine Costello, Ph.D. ©Concise
American Sign Language Dictionary (1999), page 511. Reprinted by permission of the
Random House Publishers, 299 Park Avenue, Copyright and Permissions, 7th Floor, New
York, New York 10171.
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with any of its attributed distinguishing elements or distinctive features and traits (Lane
227). Teaching these students written English was extremely challenging, and the
teachers at the school always practiced lessons with topical, complete English sentences
(not an itemized series of words) integrated with diversified activities, while substituting
this written depiction to the applicable sign (Lane 228-229).
In time, the school was called the American Asylum at Hartford, and subsequently,
its deaf pupils, naturally, had an extreme disliking to the connotation of the word
“asylum” (Lane 234). In the decade following, half of America's states were allowing
their deaf citizens to attend this particular institution. Because of the success of the
American Asylum at Hartford, various state lawmakers constructed more schools for the
deaf patterned after this successful prototype. As a result, the faculties of these new deaf
schools were required to visit the American Asylum in Hartford to learn their preferred
pedagogy or methods of teaching (Lane 238).
Again, the concept of oralism was trying to re-surface in the New York Institution
and the instructors there attempted to incorporate the Braidwood's methods, but this
incentive was in vitably unsuccessful (Lane 238-239). In 1821, Clerc went to the New
York school to observe; thereafter, he found it unsatisfactory with no “system or method
of proper instruction.” During his stay, Clerc concluded that the signs evoked there
encompassed not only Plains Indian signs (the ones employed to interact among different
tribes), but signs learned from peer students as well as signs from Epde's and Sicard's
findings and applications (Lane 239).
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A similar deaf school in Philadelphia was found to be very good, so the primary
objective was to enhance the quality of the substandard New York Institution. Therefore,
it was decided that the esteemed Harvey Peet would supervise and direct the New York
Institution in order to elevate its standards. Peet had been reputed to be “one of the
Asylums best teachers” as well as “the intellectual leader of American teachers of the
d eaf’ (Lane 240).
Le6n Vai'sse, a deaf instructor from St. Jacques, was also hired in attempting to
better the New York Institution. In due time, the son of Thomas Gallaudet (also named
Thomas Gallaudet) eventually taught there, too (Lane 240). Later, land grants received
through Presidents John Quincy Adams and Martin Van Buren helped to start the “first
deaf school West of the Alleghenies” in Danville, Kentucky (Lane 247).
In analyzing how deaf people make sense of printed English sentences (including
their word order), John A. Jacobs, a student of Clerc, surmised that hearing people
deduce ideas from the written words based on how the words are realized when spoken,
inherently meshing these discernments together. Yet, according to Jacobs, this
conceptual approach cannot be applied to those whom are deaf as English words in print
“do not trigger the reader's sign language, since sign language has a different word order”
(Lane 248).
Still, Peet considered that a person, deaf or otherwise, is entirely capable of
deciphering the meaning of the entire sentence based on just the words themselves
without needing to reflect amid the words in print and the subject matter represented, or
being based on any particular word order. So, it was Clerc's belief (as well as others) that
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forcing the deaf to sign English words in sentences using the word order or syntax
established by the hearing community “amounts to the same tiling as making [the deaf
speak in the same manner as the hearing community]” (Lane 248).
More American deaf schools were eventually constructed. In particular, a student
from Hartford (Mr. Colonel Smith) established a private school in Tallmadge, Ohio,
which later came under the direction of Columbus' statewide school. This was the first
school in which the state paid for all associated educational costs, with all coursework
being conducted in American Sign Language (Lane 248). Gradually, deaf schools were
founded in Indiana, Illinois, and Tennessee (Lane 249).
These newly developed American deaf schools or residential schools for the deaf
provided their pupils with a stable learning environment. They were also noted for
giving substantive, gregarious human interaction among a common Deaf culture, while
ever continuing the growth and change of ASL and instituting “what it truly means to be
deaf.” Most of these new schools’ teachers came from the original American Asylum or
its branches. Furthermore, a similar school in Quebec was initiated by Ronald
McDonald, who was a pupil of Clerc; also, Edouard Huet, a peer of Clerc's, inaugurated
the Mexican School for the Deaf and introduced FSL to Brazil, ultimately setting up
Brazil's own national deaf school (Lane 250-251).
One of the primary and considerable facets of life in the residential school is the
dormitory. Removed from the classroom environment, deaf children are acclimated to a
“true” Deaf environment. In this setting, these children not only reinforce and
comprehend ASL, they also can acquire and identify with all aspects of the ever present
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culture. Most of the deaf children at these schools, ranging in ages from preschool to
high school, routinely went home only on weekends or holidays (Padden and Humphries
5-6).
Gallaudet's protdgd, Alice Cogswell, as time progressed, finally concluded her
studies at the American Asylum, thus graduating in 1824, signifying a hallmark in her
achievements and advancements (Lane 253). Meanwhile, Clerc eventually married, with
he and his wife Eliza instilling a landmark in having perhaps the “first deaf marriage in
America” (Lane 262). All in all, and according to Clerc, “human potentiality lies in the
plasticity of the mind and not in the mechanics of the senses” (Lane 252).
Martha’s Vineyard
Elsewhere in America, nearly a hundred years before Clerc's and FSL’s arrival, a
native sign language was evolving on the island of Martha's Vineyard. Apparently, the
offspring of an English missionary colonized this area with roughly “1 in 150 [of the]
inhabitants [being] deaf [and] most speakers on the island use[d this] sign language when
in a mixed group of the hearing and the d eaf’ (Lane 272). It is presumed that this
particular sign language stemmed from Old Kentish Sign Language, since most of the
original deaf immigrants came from England’s county of Kent (Moore and Levitan 39).
To further detail this historical account, a small cluster of English settlers who
interacted and eventually married with the Wampanoag Indians inhabited Martha’s
Vineyard in 1640. The frequencies of births there, over the next century and a half, were
relatively elevated, with many of the children (as many as 1 in 25) being bom deaf. All
the inhabitants on Martha’s Vineyard, deaf and hearing, used sign language, and this sign
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language seems to have emerged in that remote locale. In addition, numerous European
deaf immigrants arriving in America brought with them their indigenous signs; these
signs, in turn, meshed with one another and perhaps with those of the Native Americans,
comprising what is thought to be the initial renderings of ASL (Schein and Stewart 17).
Gallaudet University
In 1864 in Washington, D.C., Congress and President Lincoln sanctioned the first
National Deaf-Mute College. This college comprised two distinct subdivisions with the
subordinate division admitting students who had not previously received an upper level
education at Hartford or New York. On the other hand, the primary division was
specified as being for graduates of either the Hartford or the New York schools (Lane
277-278).
The first president of this college in was Edward Miner Gallaudet, the youngest and
eighth son of Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet. From its inception, ASL was used in the
overall instruction at this higher institute of learning, and its overall objective was in
preparing deaf instructors. When the fervor for oralism took a firm grasp on the schools
for deaf children, Gallaudet refused to integrate the oralists’ philosophies into his school.
Instead, he asserted that he w'ould incorporate and implement a “Combined Method” of
instruction for the deaf at the college, thus using signs for instructing his pupils with
speech lessons being made available as desired, all the while, refusing to eliminate the
deaf teaching staff (Neisser 38-39). All diplomas given at Gallaudet University were
and are signed by the President of the United States with the first ones being signed by
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Abraham Lincoln in 1864. Presently at Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., there
are approximately 2000 matriculated students (Schein and Stewart 161).
It can be stated that one prevailing sign language is not “universal” or ubiquitous.
Yet, at times, “[proficient] signers are [entirely capable] of communicating across
[various] language and cultural barriers,” possibly due to their talent for artful depictions
in diverse situations (Lane 281). In particular, ASL, is virtually incomprehensible or
indistinguishable to those who are unfamiliar with it. This can be due, in part, to the fact
that that ASL has, over time, become condensed and conventionalized so that its
appearance is “fluid and rapid, [with] the locations [being] convenient, and the
handshapes [recognizable]” (Lane 281-282).
Also, American Sign Language’s signs and their definitions are largely
metaphorically derived, so this, too, may hinder a non-native's overall understanding and
comprehension. For example, in ASL the sign for “justice” is represented by a depiction
of “balanced scales.” This sign begins with both fingers in the “f ’ position, alternately
moving upward and downward as if to indicate a “balancing in decision making” as
shown in Figure 4 (Lane 282).
Similarly, the sign for “truth” in ASL is indicated by the representation of
“straightforward speech” and is initiated by the index finger moving purposefully away
from the mouth as shown in Figure 5. When signers meet others using different
languages either signed or used verbally, the signers use “pantomime, point, imitate, draw
in the air, and this recital [includes] facial expressions.” In this scenario, appropriate

signing incorporates the use of pantomime (Lane 282).
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ASL Definition of Justice. Move both F hands, palms facing each other, up and
down in front of each side of the chest with a repeated alternating movement.

Figure 4. American Sign Language (ASL) sign for Justice. Source: Elaine Costello,
Ph.D. ©Concise American Sign Language Dictionary (1999), page 236. Reprinted by
permission of Random House Publishers, 299 Park Avenue, Copyright and Permissions,
7th Floor, New York, New York 10171.
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ASL Definition of Truth. Move the extended right index finger from pointing up in
front of the mouth, palm facing left, forward with a deliberate movement.

Figure 5. American Sign Language (ASL) sign for Truth. Source: Elaine Costello,
Ph.D. ©Concise American Sign Language Dictionary (1999), page 477. Reprinted by
permission Random House Publishers, 299 Park Avenue, Copyright and Permissions, 7th
Floor, New York, New York 10171.
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Through Clerc's observations of Native American tribes of the South Seas and the
Americas, he concluded that the natives were “particularly skilled at pantomime and that
many of these native signs were similar to [those of ASL].” For instance, in ASL, the
sign for “true” is represented by “the index finger pointing upward moving straight and
forward away from the mouth” with a tendency to arc slightly toward the ground as show
in Figure 6. The same can be indicated for the American Indian sign for “true,” but
rather, the inherent arcing is moving gently and subtly toward the sky (Lane 282-283).
Another sign named by Clerc that can demonstrate similarities among the Native
American signs and those used in ASL is the sign for “house.” In ASL, this sign is
exhibited by the two hands meeting first at the fingertips, then moving downward angling
away from one another, finally moving straight downward and ending with the palms
facing each other as indicated in Figure 7. These conjoined series of movements indicate
the overall designated shape (roof and walls) of a standard house or dwelling. In the
same sign used by the Native American Indians, the exact movements are also used only
in a reversed manner terminating at the fingertips or “rooftop” (Lane 283).
In yet another attempt to instill oralism into the American deaf s educational
curriculum, Horace Mann and Samuel Gridley Howe endorsed social amendments in
order to integrate the presence of oralism into the instructional pedagogy (Lane 285-286).
However, Edward Gallaudet visited Europe, and in his critique of their methods of
oralism instruction for the deaf, he determined that “articulation skills are an adornment
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ASL Definition of True. Move the side of the extended right index finger from in
front of the mouth, palm facing left and finger pointing up, forward in an arc.

Figure 6. American Sign Language (ASL) sign for True. Source: Elaine Costello, Ph.D.
©Concise American Sign Language Dictionary (1999), page 477. Reprinted by
permission of Random House Publishers, 299 Park Avenue, Copyright and Permissions,
7th Floor, New York, New York 10171.
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ASL Definition of House. Beginning with the fingertips of both open hands
touching in front of the neck, palms angled toward each other, bring the hands at a
downward angle outward to in front of each shoulder and then straight down, ending with
the fingers pointing up and the palms facing each other.
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Figure 7. American Sign Language (ASL) sign for House. Source: Elaine Costello,
Ph.D. ©Concise American Sign Language Dictionary (1999),page 214. Reprinted by
permission Random House Publishers, 299 Park Avenue, Copyright and Permissions, 7th
Floor, New York, New York 10171.
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and can [and should] never be the basis of [the deaf s ] instruction.” Furthermore,
Gallaudet went on to indicate that practices in enunciation as well as lipreading by the
deaf could, and should, be used as an “adornment” for those students deemed to be
“exceptional” or for those students concluded to be semi-mute and semi-deaf (Lane 331).
Alexander Graham Bell
Many deaf educators at the turn of the turn of the 19th to 20th century were heavily
emphasizing English skills instead of focusing on the overall key objective of general
education (Lane 339). Also, during this time period, a substantial amount of these
teachers (approximately 66 percent) were using the oral method (“speaking aloud in the
classroom”) and roughly 75 percent of these teachers were teaching their deaf students
methods of “speaking and lipreading.” The greatest and foremost advocate for oralism
and for its applied use in deaf education during this era was Alexander Graham Bell
(Lane 340).
Bell, a “[prominent] figure” in the history of the deaf and their language, desired to
dispel all sign language in favor of the deaf using “the majority language” and to
disenfranchise the deaf in their “socializing, organizing, publishing, and marr[ying].”
From Bell's perspective, he believed that being deaf was a “medical disability,” while
Clerc, on the other hand, perceived deafness to be a “social disability.” Many prominent
deaf advocates in this time period believed that Bell was “the most feared enemy of the
American deaf, past and present” (Lane 340).
These varying perspectives of the deaf between Bell and Clerc were also evident in
their encompassing ideologies regarding the deaf's overall role in society. For example,
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Clerc maintained that the “overriding purpose of [deaf] education was personal
fulfillment.” Also, to him, the deaf cultural community was seen as an “indigenous
linguistic minority,” but Clerc ultimately endorsed bilingualism, in that, the deaf ought to
be able to write English at a basic level (Lane 341).
In contrast, Bell believed that the deafs primary objective concerning education
should be in “integrat[ing them into] the hearing community.” Bell also saw the deaf
segment of society as being classified as “defective” along with “the blind and mentally
retarded.” What is more, Bell lobbied for “monoligualism for all Americans” feeling that
deaf marriage was an “evil” which ultimately led to their (the deafs) assembly and
creation of residential schools (Lane 341).
Bell, a eugenicist, endorsed sterilization of the deaf and wanted sign language and
its teachers to be made obsolete (Lane 353-357). Eventually in the United States, circa
1918, approximately “sixteen states had [deaf] sterilization laws in effect” (Lane 359).
Even so, natural diseases such as scarlet fever were primarily the cause of deafness,
outweighing by nearly ten times deafness resulting from congenital means. In fact, a
dominant number of deaf children (90 percent) are bom to hearing parents with most
deafness due to infectious diseases or to genetic predisposition (Lane 360). Bell assumed
deafness to be “a defect to be avoided rather than a [naturally occurring] characteristic of
a variety of mankind” (Lane 361).
In order to fulfill his objective of integrating the deaf into the hearing community,
Bell in 1877 initiated an agenda of founding “day schools for the d eaf’ patterned after the
Boston School for the Deaf-Mutes, which was eventually called the Horace Mann
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School. In this way, Bell wanted to “minimize contact among the deaf and maximize
contact with the hearing” in the area of academia (Lane 362).
Next, Bell wanted to expand his efforts in the development of these schools
particularly in the state of Wisconsin, as many who settled there were immigrants and
were accustomed to “the deaf oralist movement of deaf education, in Germany.”
Subsequently, an organization was formed to subsidize financially deprived deaf children
at the school, hence founding the Wisconsin Phonological Institute. This happening
ultimately stemmed the start of the Milwaukee Day School for Improved Education of
Deaf-Mutes, and thus implemented the “pure oral articulation method” in educating these
particular deaf children (Lane 362). The use of ASL was forbidden even outside the
classrooms, and at times, deaf children’s hands were bound to prevent them from signing
(Neisser 30).
Bell and his supporters wanted to open more of these schools throughout the state
in order to prevent the use of sign language as well as to impede the deaf from
intermarrying. Edward Miner Gallaudet, however, was compelled to dispel these
misconceptions and misperceptions of the deaf to the National Education Association,
and his assertions are listed in Table 2 (Lane 363)
Deaf leaders’ and educators' resistance to these newly designed day schools for the
deaf was disregarded; this same group also objected to the hiring of teachers, inadequate
in their beliefs, as these teachers lacked the specialized training necessary for properly
teaching the deaf. Ultimately, the deaf in these day schools were disallowed an education
fulfilled in their first language or mother tongue, thus “communicatively isolating them
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from their counterparts at state residential schools” (Lane 364-365). In time, the deaf day
school students would inevitably attend deaf residential schools, reverting back to their
use of sign, hence making the day schools unnecessary (Lane 365).

Table 2. Misguided Beliefs in Regard to Deaf E d u c a t i o n . ____________ _____
Edward Miner Gallaudet’s Declarations to the National Education A ssociation
1.

All deaf children can learn to speak.

2.

All oral schools should receive all pupils.

3.

With the use of sign, the best oral results cannot be obtained.

4.

Sign should be banned from schools for the deaf.

5.

Orally educating the deaf adequately prepares them for the hearing society
more than manual education does.

6.

Sign Language is crude and an imperfect method of communication and the
deaf who receive oral education will not associate with each other after
graduation.

Overall, educating the deaf in their primary language inherently re-establishes the
“linguistic and social identity” of that particular individual. What is more, this first
language instruction of the deaf supports and promotes “the development of twolanguage repertories,” while at the same time bolstering their “intellectual advantage over
their monolingual peers” (Lane 372).
Whether a deaf child desires to learn and to practice the “oralist method” or to use
sign or even perhaps to exercise and to incorporate both methods, this decision should,
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and really must, be that of the deaf individual and not the decision of the hearing world
and its advocates. In most theories of psycholinguistics, a particular language or its mode
of transmission has less to do with what is required intellectually to comprehend or
produce that language. Acculturation and its influences supply the essential and
substantive elements necessary for “contextual understanding” (Lane 373-374).
Still, the Academy of Sciences in France in 1861 analyzed the germane purposes of
both sign and speech in the area of deaf education. Subsequently, and as summarized in
the words of Adolphe Franck, the overall assessment distinguished that oral instruction of
the deaf “disturbs more than it serves in the development of relations between the deaf
and the hearing” (Lane 381).
The Milan Accord
In 1880, the Congress of Milan, comprised of 164 delegates from various countries
around the world, conceded to the preference of “oralism” or “pure speech” in the
overriding education of the deaf of Europe and abroad (Lane 387). The proclamation of
the Milan Accord of 1880 asserted, “the method of articulation should have preference
over that of signs in the instruction and education of the deaf.” Also, this accord stated,
“simultaneous use of signs and speech has the disadvantage of injuring speech, lipreading
and precision of ideas.” Everyone in attendance, that is, except for the American
delegates, was in agreement to this resolution (Lane 394). The ultimate consequence of
this decree in Milan, Italy in 1880 was that the use of sign ceased to exist as a primary
teaching method in the United States and Europe (Schein and Stewart 20).
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The predominate result of this decision, by those consenting delegates in Milan,
was that “deaf children became communicatively isolated, depriving them of role models,
and alienating them from the deaf community” (Lane 396). In fact, three decades after
the accord at Milan, two psychologists named Binet and Simon analyzed the aftereffects
of oral deaf education, finding conclusively that this approach “has not enabled deafmutes to get jobs, [...] nor [does it] permit them to exchange ideas with strangers [...] or
their intimates” (Lane 400).
In August of 1880, the National Association for the Deaf (NAD) was established
consisting of an institution of and for deaf people, rallying for their educational rights and
other vital, self-affecting facets of life (Schein and Stewart 20). This foundation based in
Cincinnati, Ohio feared that ASL would be made obsolete and subsequently documented
ASL in a series of films. Over time, the NAD has continually battled against the
prevailing ignorance surrounding the deaf and championed for their expected and owed
civil liberties (Smith, Lentz and Mikos 154). Since its inception, the NAD and all of its
employees, either hearing or deaf, have used and continue to use ASL (Schein and
Stewart 164).
William S to k ers Analysis of ASL
The 1960’s began a re-awakening of sign language and in recognizing its merits
when noted linguist, William Stokoe, published several works legitimizing that ASL was
indeed a bonafide language and “not a coding system for the manual representation of a
spoken language” namely English (Schein and Stewart 23). In Stokoe’s analysis of
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ASL, its signs can be broken down “into a limited set of distinct recurring components
[cheremes: analogous to phonemes and subprimes: allochers ... ] drawn from several
different dimensions of spatial patterning” (Klima and Bellugi 41). Of all the signed
languages in the world, ASL is the one most predominately researched (Schein and
Stewart 29).
As first stated in Stokoe’s research, a sign’s production is manifested through the
examination and evaluation of four basic criteria:
1) . Handshape
2) . Handshape respective to the body and to the other hand
3) . Hand movements
4) . Hand location respective to the body of the signer (Schein and Stewart 30).
By Stokoe indicating, through his research that certain structural standards in ASL and
oral language were comparable, these findings implied that the foundations of human
language were “not determined by the biological limitations of speech and hearing”
(Neisser 83).
The signing space of the human body encompasses the area from the top of the
head to the waist and also includes the region ranging from shoulder to shoulder (Moore
and Levitan 72). “Below the waist signs” are rarely if ever made, and the area of the nose
is now readily accepted for use, as it was formerly used primarily for colloquial speech or
obscene references (Schein and Stewart 35).
A sign’s direction is essential in indicating and deciphering its implication and
denotation. A sign’s movement can be categorized in five separate areas:
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1) . Type
2) . Direction
3) . Repetition
4 ) . Force or Vigor
5) . Extent of Movement (Schein and Stewart 37).
In addition, the hands’ relationships and arrangements while making a two-handed sign
are rale-governed. For instance, the dominant hand is first in motion with the
nondominant hand either in a state of rest or imitating the active hand (Schein and
Stev/art 38-39).
ASL signs are executed in a manner most favorably enhancing efficiency and
efficacy with minimal effort. However, slight differences in meaning or connotation are
often omitted in the English paraphrase, yet these exclusions are paramount to the sign’s
fundamental significance and implication (Schein and Stewart 39-40). Differences in
signing exist due to variations in people’s body type, the regional influences present in
the geographical location of where they learned to sign, and because of a person’s age.
Moreover, “slips-of-the-hand” do occur in ASL and are analogous to “slips-ol-thetongue” in English, while separate regional variations in sign can be observed as well.
Unlike Standard American English, ASL has not been as widely demonstrated through
the media. Even so, one correct way of producing a particular sign in ASL is
non-existent, just as there is not automatically only one proper and acceptable sign for a
specific idea or notion (Schein and Stewart 42-44).
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Several other aspects of ASL are crucial to its overall analysis and understanding.
First, eye contact between a signer and a recipient is vital for comprehension and is
definitely a concrete characteristic of Deaf Culture (Schein and Stewart 45). Second, a
signer’s facial expressions convey points of grammar in an array of categories such as
punctuation in interrogative sentences, adverbial usage, and basically serve the same
purpose as vocal intonation in speech (Schein and Stewart 45-46). Also, body posture
enhances the overall message being signed. In particular, the signer leaning backward
can suggest a request for interaction, while leaning forward can signify a sense of
repugnance or repudiation. In addition, the signer in rotating to the left or right, hence
specifying who is performing or receiving the involved action, can demonstrate a change
of subject. Establishing a context through all of these elements is imperative to
successful, overall ASL comprehension (Schein and Stewart 45-47).
In being similar to other languages, ASL is regulated by conventions permitting a
signer to communicate “tense, plurals, compounds, negation, and different types of
sentences like declarative, interrogative,” and so on (Schein and Stewart 49). Moreover,
distinctive and particular ASL signs denoting precise positions and/or actions of people
or things are called classifiers. These classifiers are used to detail the motions of the
particular people or things indicated and to embody other assorted traits such as their
shape and size (Schein and Stewart 49-50). The three types of classifiers typically used
in ASL are shown in Figure 8.
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(a) OBJECT-cIassifier

(b)VEHICLE-classifier

(c) P E R SO N -classifier

Figure 8. Classifier Handshapes Used in American Sign Language (ASL). Source:
Reprinted by permission of the publishers from THE SIGNS OF LANGUAGE (page 14)
by Edward S. Klima and Ursula Bellugi, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
(1979), Copyright © 1979 by the President and Fellows of Harvard.

ASL Comparisons to English.
Correspondingly, signers use pronouns comparable to those in English by making
appropriate use of their immediate signing space. First, the signer names or describes a
particular person or object and then allocates to it an exact position, for instance, directly
in front or perhaps to the left or right of the signer. The pointing handshape is then
employed to mention or to specify directly the person or object previously identified.
Purposefully, the pronouns, “YOU / ME,” can be indicated by looking or pointing to the
space exactly in front of the signer, while the area to the left or right of the signer is used
to reference the pronouns, “HE / SHE / IT” (Schein and Stewart 50).
To indicate time or tense in ASL, the signer’s space once again provides a needed
grammatical purpose. To denote moments in time, a signed movement is made at the
onset of the message being conveyed. Future tense in ASL is indicated by a frontward
movement made by the dominant hand in the space in front of the signer. Yet, present
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tense can be represented by using signs like “NOW” or “TODAY,” and while using the
space directly in front or beside the signer. The space behind the signer is generally used
to indicate the past tense, by moving the dominant hand to that specified area. To
adequately indicate the distant past or something that occurred long ago, the signer
simultaneously opens his or her mouth, arcs the sign, and wiggles his or her fingers
(Schein and Stewart 51-52).
Typically, ASL signs are not inflected for tense. In fact, the English words “GO /
WENT / GONE” are all indicated by the same exact sign. Still, the ASL sign, “FINISH,”
is also sometimes used to show a completed action such as “I ate, I have eaten, or I
finished eating.” Or, using the correct syntax of ASL, this would be represented as “EAT
/ FINISH / [ME].” Compulsory adverb usage in English is not needed in ASL as this can
be demonstrated inherently in the sign through the use of motion, either slow or fast, and
through the use of nonmanual facial expressions ( Schein and Stewart 52).
Making compound words in ASL is achieved by uniting two separate and
individual signs to generate an exclusively dissimilar sign with a distinct definition. The
signs “PARENTS, HUSBAND, SISTER,” for examples, can be made by respectively
joining the two separate signs like, “MOTHER + FATHER,” “MAN + MARRY”, and
“GIRL + SAME.” On the other hand, pluralizing a sign can be established by merely
repeating the unchanged sign as in the sign for “MAN” made twice therefore indicates
the sign for “MEN.” In addition, the signed third person plural form is carried out by the
signer pointing to a reference point in conjunction with then making a “sweeping”
motion. Finally, an alternate way to demonstrate the plural form in sign is for the signer
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to join any noun sign with the sign for “MANY,” thus seen as a qualifier as in the
example, “MANY PLANE = PLANES” (Schein and Stewart 53).
To negate or affirm a concept or notion in ASL, the signer can implement various
tactics or procedures. Assertion, in particular, can be inherently implied within the
designated sign, and the degree of this assertion can be demonstrated in the actual sign’s
vigor or force, or escorted by adequate body posture and/or facial expressions. ASL
signs like “YES / OK / SURE / TRUE” are also used by the signer to agree or to affirm
the discussed idea. In contrast, to negate something being discussed in ASL, a simple
motion of the head from side-to-side is sufficient or a “rejection sign” can be placed at
the end of an expression using signs such as, “NOT / CAN’T / NO / NONE / DON’T”
(Schein and Stewart 53).
Questions formed in ASL are expressed with the association of facial expressions,
such as raised eyebrows and body posture. The signs for “WHAT / WHERE / WHY/
HOW,” and so on, can be used and are made either at the beginning or at the end of an
utterance. Furthermore, conditional statements in ASL are routinely made initially, and
then tagged immediately by a resulting expression of consequence. Overall, sign order in
ASL is varying in which a number of renderings are possible. These include, “SVO,”
“SOV” (happening only with verbs that can be inflected), “OSV” (taking place with
sentences having location-type classifiers), as well as “OVS,” all which are frequent
constructions in ASL (Schein and Stewart 54- 56).
In ASL, a person’s name is, at first, fingerspelled, but the person usually is then
given a “name sign” as the recurrent fingerspelling of a person’s full name becomes
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somewhat labor intensive. A “name sign” is routinely given to individuals, and these
“name signs”, consisting of a brief movement or motion, typically “incorporate some
prominent feature of their physiognomy or use an initial from their name” (Schein and
Stewart 184-185). Deaf children having deaf parents usually receive “name signs” at
birth, yet not all persons have “name signs.” For instance, if a person has a three or four
letter name, these are habitually fingerspelled. “Name signs” are normally either
arbitrary or descriptive with the arbitrary ones using the first letter of the person’s name
and descriptive “name signs” originating from physical features of the person which are
prominent or overtly apparent. Peer given “name signs” are usually descriptive and are
exchanged with arbitrary ones in adulthood. However, when a person is first asked his
her name, it should be fingerspelled (Smith, Lentz and Mikos 74).
In brief, the ASL language is interactive with both the signers and the receivers
participating (Schein and Stewart 58). It is a distinctive language with its sentence
structure embracing the dative, i.e., “I-GIVE-HIM-MAN-BOOK,” demonstrating a
likeness to languages dissimilar to English (Padden and Humphries 8-9). ASL has three
major verb categories. Verbs in the first category inflect for number and person of both
the subject and the object of the sentence. These include verbs such as “GIVE, SEND,
CATCH, and TAKE.” Next, the verbs in the second category do not inflect for person
and number and can be signified by those verbs like “LEARN, LIKE, VISIT, and
TELEPHONE.” Verbs in the third category, similarly, do not inflect for person and
number but do incorporate a myriad of affixes (Padden and Humphries 7-8).
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The language of ASL is not restricted in being able to convey ideas or thoughts,
either technically or artistically, no matter how subtle or abstract (Schein and Stewart
100). ASL brevity and compression of concepts stems from the uniting of “linguistic
information provided by the signs [through the use of] the syntax of the signs [as well as
in the employment of incorporated] nonmanual signals.” For instance, in ASL, the
typical two sign gesture can be converted or interpreted into a six word English spoken
translation (Schein and Stewart 55-56).
Roughly 22.5 million Americans have hearing loss to some degree, with almost 2
million Americans being classified as deaf, which means that “they cannot hear and
understand speech through the ear alone with the best available amplification” (Schein
and Stewart 156). The U.S. National Center for Health Statistics in 1987 projected that
nearly “9 percent of the general population of the U.S. and Canada has some form of
“hearing impairment’”(Padden and Humphries 4).
Deaf people using ASL represent an overt community of perseverance with an
inherent nature of autonomy (Schein and Stewart 165). ASL has evolved and will
continue to evolve based on the fact that it does not having a written form; it is rarely
taught formerly to deaf children, and English influences are present organically, and ASL
signs are often altered in this bilinguai/bicultural environment. These emerging
variations or alterations, however, signify ASL’s adaptability and flexibility as a
communicative language with relatively few resources on which to draw. Fingerspelling
is ASL’s first choice then for explaining an idea until a sign has been developed. ASL
being a communal language is a highly successful form of communication, and even
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barring a written form of ASL or lacking in its formal teaching, ASL is embraced and
highly coveted by the Deaf Community (Schein and Stewart 187-189). In numerous deaf
schools, ASL has endured, evolving into the ASL standard used today. ASL is linked to
a great many of the world’s signed languages, and specifically, Gestuno, the international
sign language of the world, as structured by the United Nations, is patterned on ASL
(Neisser 281).
Even though certain positive strides have been gained, presently, in the recognition
of ASL and in its overall significant role in the Deaf communities’ education and
discourse, the Deaf Community has yet to be bestowed the same allowances and
privileges as other so-called language minorities (Lane 376).
North American Indian Sign Language (NAISL)
NAISL was not a language used by the deaf. In fact, it was significantly
implemented as a lingua franca used for communicating among the various tribes with
differing spoken languages (as well as others) for the primary purpose of conducting
trade. Even though some of the signs used in NAISL differed from those of ASL, mutual
understanding of the two was said to have occurred when the two languages came into
contact (Neisser 91-92).
Sign language of the Plains Indians is said to have existed (circa the 18th century)
before any European contact and to have proliferated to the regions of “British Columbia,
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba” (Wurtzburg and Campbell 154). At times,
NAISL was used to overtake the unaware opposition in battle and also used while
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hunting, so as not to startle the wildlife with any noise. In this way, NAISL use was
often viewed as “a matter of life and death” (Liptak 8-10).
NAISL was also utilized for the purpose of parleying “peace treatfies] among tribes
without a common language.” Early Europeans who had arrived in the area held NAISL
in high regard and realized it to be “the key to talking to the Native Americans they met.”
Although its original genesis has yet to be definitively confirmed, the Kiowa Indians of
the Oklahoma area of the United States are perceived to be the creators of NAISL. In
addition, the Western Sioux, also referred to as the Teton Dakota, along with the Kiowa,
became identified as being “the most expert sign-talkers on the plains” (Liptak 13).
Surmised to be “the first American universal language,” NAISL is most likely “the
foremost gesture language the world has ever produced” (Tomkins 3). While the signers
of the deaf community using ASL incorporate numerous and varied facial expressions
when implementing their signs, the Indians using NAISL rarely if ever employed any,
believing that the signs themselves were adequate in conveying all necessary and
intended meanings (Tomkins 4).
The benefits of any signed language are advantageous when used to transcend
distances that can only be reached visually or when the desire is to maintain a relatively
minimal level of privacy. Its longevity can perhaps be attributed to its symbiotic
relationship to and from nature and should be viewed as a “cultivated art” (Tomkins 5).
Languages of the American Indians are perceived as being “action oriented” which
makes their signed versions visually accessible and easily comprehensible (Skelly 7).
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Gestural or signed languages used by the Indians of North America became a
useful “necessity for communication with the outer world.” In Garrick Mallery’s
commentary on “Sign Language among North American Indians Compared With That
Among Other Peoples and Deaf-Mutes” in the United State’s Annual Report of the
Bureau o f Ethnology, NAISL was noted by Lewis H. Morgan to have been used for
communication between a Frenchman and Indian woman, when they married, in order to
facilitate communicating since neither had yet learned each other’s language (Powell
312). Finally, it appears that the signs made through body movements in NAISL happen
only in the upper extremities with either single or paired hand and arm actions (Mallery
xxxv).

CHAPTER II
SOURCES AND METHODS
Introduction
In order to adequately and eventually demonstrate a translated M ichif noun to
ASL, it is fundamentally necessary to also review the history and genesis of Michif as
well as to consider the acknowledged surrounding factors leading to its development and
overall survival. Michif’s documented historical accounts, in addition to providing
contemporary perspectives in regard to the language, induce and influence an array of
vital, contributing sociolinguistic elements, some of which become evident in the
documented literature. This thesis’ main focal point centers on arbitrarily selected Michif
nouns being translated to ASL, with expanded research clearly compulsory as an
essential means of deducing and translating an entire Michif sentence to ASL, consisting
of various Cree verbs together with other inherent supporting sentential elements.

History of Michif with Estimated Number
of Speakers and Their Locations
Michif’s Origin
Michif is a European-Amerindian language consisting of Cree verbs and
predominantly French nouns, in a consequential occurrence resulting from the marrying
of male, European Fur Traders (typically French-speaking French Canadians) and Plains
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Cree-speaking Amerindian women, which is estimated to have happened sometime
during the middle-to-late 17th Century through the early 19th Century. The families and
children bora from the unions of these two separate ethnicities eventually settled around
the Great Lakes areas to the prairies of both the United States and Canada and were
commonly referred to as the Mdtis or to those being of “mixed blood” (Bakker 52). The
established and dominate fur trading companies, namely the Hudson Bay Company
(HBC) of London in 1670 and the Northwest Trading Company (NTC) of Montreal in
1784, fueled the escalating fur trade of the era. “Native women were crucial to the
survival of the fur traders” (Bakker 46-49).
The Indians living on the prairie whose means of survival and trade centered on
the buffalo included but were not limited to “the Assiniboine, Plains Cree, Blackfoot,
Sarcee, Saulteaux, and Gros Ventre.” Those living in the northern forests encompassed
“the Montagnais, Naskapi, Ottawa, Algonquin, Ojibwa, and Cree,” being routinely
nomadic in lifestyle and whose main economy was centered on “huntfing] and fish[ing]”
(Champagne 335).
In order to maintain an amiable existence with the Natives and because European
women were relatively nonexistent in the West from 1680 to 1820, “m anages a la fagon
du pays ( ‘marriages according to the customs of the country’)” were the ultimate result of
this fateful encounter of the European Fur Traders and indigenous Amerindian women.
Indian women performed the function of an interpreter at times. Primarily the indigenous
mothers nurtured the resulting children of these marriages. Near the beginning of the
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19th century, the French fur traders then began to instill in their children “a more
European-oriented education” (Bakker 50).
It seems that the capacity and purpose of the Indians and their progeny had a
distinctive and significant impact on the overall development of Canada (Bakker 51).
In fact, approximately circa 1800, the descendants of these French-Indian intermarriages
eventually identified themselves as a separate race. Yet, according to Fishman (1977) the
Mdtis do not fulfill the same criteria set forth by most ethnic groups as indicated in Table
3 (Bakker 52-53).
Perhaps the Mdtis, through a newfound form of nationalism, and in being a
unique and newly-established ethnic group, began to incorporate and institutionalize
specific elements from their ancestries and roots, not only in their culture, but also
through their language (a definite aspect of culture), thus either intentionally or
unwittingly creating M ichif-a distinct and definite language belonging only to them.
Historically, many Mdtis became centralized by settling in the Red River area
located by the forks of the Assiniboine River and the Red River at Winnipeg, Manitoba
circa 1800, later migrating to other locales after 1867 (Bakker 54). Initially, other settlers
arrived to the area, and claims to the land were accentuated and prevalent. Louis Riel
was a proponent of the Mdtis, and together under his leadership, they molded a
provisional government. Later in 1885, during the “Battle of Batoche” the Mdtis were
subjugated, and later in that same year, Louis Riel was ultimately hanged for high treason
(Bakker 60-61).
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Table 3. Agreed Standards for Most Ethnic Groups.

Established Criteria

Dissimilarities Held by the Mdtis

1)

. A Populous Homeland

The Mdtis are lacking this as they are
sparsely populated in various locales.

2)

. A Single Language of their Own

The M6tis have specifically Michif, with
Saulteaux, French, and Cree (and English)
as contributing influences.

3)

. A Culture with a “Common Core”

The Mdtis culture is varied and sundry in
this aspect due to its distinct genealogical
roots.

4)

. An Equivalent Corresponding HistoryMarginally valid for the Mdtis, but only after
the 1800's.

Michif’s Use and Locale
The “Battle of Batoche” (as well as other events) caused many of the Mdtis to
move to other areas. The present generations of the M6tis or Michif speaking people can
be found in the provinces of Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and the Northwest Territories in
Canada. A small population of speakers recently can be found in the United States in
areas such as the Turtle Mountain vicinity in North Dakota, as well as in Montana,
Minnesota, and Oregon. However, the current approximate number of M ichif speakers is
said to be less than 1000 (Bakker 3).
The United States government’s position and view of the Mdtis living in the
Turtle Mountain area of North Dakota has been to sanction these individuals as belonging
to the tribes of either Ojibwa or Chippewa. Yet, in its history and development, the
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Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation has had five main languages shaping their
communication processes. To begin, the Ojibwa language is recognized primarily for its
“official tribal affiliation.” Also, the Cree language, a member of the Algonquian
language family and affiliated with Ojibwa, has had a significant and obvious impact on
the speakers of the Turtle Mountain area, with most of its Cree speakers using the
language form of Michif. Beyond these, the French language, too, of course, played a
key role in the people of the Turtle Mountain area’s language development, being used
by “early traders, trappers, some settlers, sometimes the language of the government,
[and was] often the language of the Catholic Church.” Finally, the English language has
overtaken all others as the leading and predominant influence with many of the Turtle
Mountain area’s people speaking and knowing only this language (Crawford, Michif: A
New Language 4-5).
Michif, sometimes also called “French-Cree,” is “far from being haphazard” in its
formation and “is extremely regularized in the manner in which the two languages
[French and Cree] have combined” (Crawford, What is Michif? 232, 234). Also, Michif
can be discerned distinctively as being a separate language in relation to that spoken by
people who are bilingual in speaking both the languages of French and Cree. For
example, in Michif, “almost no Cree nouns are known to [some] speakers” and “the
French domination of the noun phrase is almost complete.” Its origin is mysterious in
that it cannot be explained concretely as to why it has incorporated these linguistic
patterns of cohesion; still, “it must have required some sort of sympathetic co-existence
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or a balance of prestige between Cree and French groups to produce M ichif ’ (Crawford,
Speaking Michif 49).
Michif has been ill perceived by many linguistic scholars as not having a great
deal of validity or due value. Comprised of its unorthodox configuration of mainly Cree
verbs and French nominal linguistic patterns, Michif and its longevity or endurance of
survival, being maintained in a traditionally oral format, with the print version being a
relatively more recent occurrence, has been observed as rather an undeterminable
phenomenon as to why it uses this definite and distinct language structure. Theoretically,
“it seems almost as though there was a convention, [or] a meeting at which an agreement
was made to structure the Michif [language in] that way” (Crawford, Michif: A New
Language 5-6). This analogy is, in part, true of all languages in that all speakers of any
defined language resolve to agree to certain codes and standards in order to effectively
and interchangeably communicate their ideas and attitudes.
In this anomalous formulation of the language of Michif, the Mdtis “developed a
unique mixing of cultures to match their own varied heritage.” According to Patrick
Goumeau in History o f the Turtle Mountain Band o f Chippewa Indians, “[s]pur of the
moment coinage of words was also a common practice [...] when someone was stuck for
a word, he [or she] could [...] reach out and grab one from another language” (qtd. in
“Many Cultures” 2).
The M6tis Constituency
The Mdtis are definitely a distinct ethnological assemblage with discemibly
derived cultural characteristics stemming from their communal past. The contemporary
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Michif society can be recognized as having a distinct consideration of identity in regard
to their separateness as a community and/or society (Bakker 53). From the perspective of
the Mdtis, many do not view themselves as belonging to the society of “whites,” nor do
they perceive themselves to be of the nation of “Indians” either. For example, numerous
Mdtis, living in the United States in areas called “reservations,” still consider themselves
to be a distinct and separate race from the “full bloods”; yet, at times, they do call
themselves “Indians.” In contrast, it has been noted that some of the Mdtis residing in
Canada do not wish to be affiliated with Indian society (Bakker 62).
To adequately discuss how the Canadian Native Mdtis perceive of themselves as
being either Treaty Indians or Non-status Indians, one needs to look at the definitions of
both. For example, registered affiliates or descendants from a band that has signed a
treaty are considered to be “Treaty Indians.” “Non-status Indians” can be defined as
being from “Indian ancestry and cultural affiliation” but “have lost their claims to be
registered under the Indian Act of 1876.” The predominant reason for this insufficiency
in status was “[the] marrying of a registered Indian woman to a non-Indian” (Champagne
332-333).
Although Scottish, Irish, and other European ancestry played a historical part in
the genealogy of many Canadian Indians, the French heritage seems to be a predominate
factor in what it means to be a “true” Mdtis. The surnames of many of the Mdtis can be
identified by the French names such as Azure and LaRocque and also by the Scottish
names like McDougall and Fisher (Bakker 62).
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The Mdtis in Canada have often been called “the forgotten people.” Formerly, the
term Mdtis “referred to the children [resulting from] the marriage between [the] Indian
women and the European men who participated in the Canadian fur trade.” French tur
traders on the prairies married Cree women, and English and Scottish traders in the North
typically chose Dene women to be their wives, and “the [descendants] of both
[encounters] were the original Mdtis.” Today, the term Mdtis can be applied to anyone of
“mixed Indian-European [lineage] anywhere in Canada,” without prejudice to where their
relatives resided previously (Champagne 351-352).
During the early 1800’s in the aforementioned area of the Red River settlement,
most Mdtis were routinely referred to as “M etif’ or “M ittif (the old Canadian French
term), which is pronounced “M ichif” These terms are related to the Spanish word
“M estizo” signifying “mixed blood or ancestry.” The Mdtis were also called the “Bois
Brule,” which in French denotes “burnt wood,” and typically referred to the skin color of
the Mdtis, in that, theirs was lighter than the “pure bloods” (Bakker 64).
Furthermore, based upon the information of George F.G. Stanley in his
publication

I jo u I s

Riel (1963), the “Red River [was] generally considered to be the cradle

of the Mdtis as a distinct society.” Also, deduced from the findings of John E. Foster, in
his account of “Rupertsland and the Red River Settlement, 1820-70,” in The Prairie West
to 1905, edited by Lewis G. Thomas (1975), the “Red River became a center to which
H[udson] B[ay ] Cfompany] employees would retire with their mixed-blood families”
(Kienetz 5 ). Another area many of the Mdtis referred to as “home” was the town of
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Pembina, North Dakota. Self-identifying themselves as the “New Nation,” “[b]y 1812,
the Mdtis had become important players in the economic and social life of the Red River
Valley” (Camp 25-26).
The term Mdtis originally meant and pertained to “people of mixed ancestry
living on the prairies.” Presently, the existing term Mdtis, is identified as any offspring of
the Mdtis living on the prairies in the 1800’s and who were recipients of “land grants
and/or scrip under the Mantioba Act of 1870 or the Dominion Lands Act of 1879.”
Moreover, recent Canadian data includes in the definition of the Mdtis “all people living
in any part of Canada who claim mixed Indian and non-Indian ancestry.” In fact, in a
Canadian population sampling, “the Mdtis and non-status Indian figures were said to be
at 400,000, while others say it is closer to one million” (Champagne 333-334).
Other terms to describe the Mdtis were used as well including the Hudson Bay
Company’s (HBC) reference to “French Indians.” Beyond that, the term for the Mdtis in
Plains Indian Sign Language joined together the signs for “wagon” and “man,” seemingly
representing the Metis’ in their convoys of Red River carts, venturing southward for the
purpose of trade. The M6tis themselves during this time, however, called the Native
Indians “les sauvages,” perhaps indicating to others their ideology about themselves as
being separate from the Native Indians and an individual race of people (Bakker 65).
In addition, the Mdtis have been known as the “children of the fur trade.” To
their advantage, the fur traders were successfully aided by interactions with Indian
women, capitalizing on the Native women’s expertise and overall experience in
navigating them through the countryside as well as maximizing on the women’s other
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proficiencies and trade networks. The children of these relationships “act[ed] as
interpreters” and typically had a predominant role in the business of trade, derived mostly
from hunting, fishing, carting, and farming, all the while creating a separate and
segregated culture of the blending of both European and Indian traditions and customs.
Nevertheless, the ever increasing and predominant influx of the European presence
compromised and jeopardized the newly developing Mdtis mores, consequently giving
way to the Mdtis’ growing sense of separatism and autonomy (Champagne 352-353).
It can be concluded that familial connections among the Native Amerindian
women were a vital and fundamental aspect of overall success in the fur trade. Still,
according to Where Two Worlds Meet: The Great Lakes Fur Trade (1982: 1-4) by
Carolyn Gilman, a shared or mutual relationship of support and acceptance existed
among the French fur traders and the indigenous Amerindian women “without sacrificing
their unique characteristics and without annihilating one another” (qtd. in Sleeper-Smith
442). Beyond that, Richard White concluded in The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires,
and Republics in the Great Lakes Region 1650-1815 (1991) that a “cultural compromise”
took place during the fur trade between these two parties in which adjustments or
adaptations were made in order for these peoples to customarily coexist (qtd. in Sleeper
Smith 442).
Again, marriage among the French fur traders and the Amerindian women
provided an efficient, resourceful, and gainful means of succeeding in the fur trade by
both parties becoming, in some regards, business partners and, to a further degree, being
identified as familial counterparts. Subsequently, based on the findings of Sylvia Van
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Kirk in “Toward a Feminist Perspective in Native History,” in Papers in the Eighteenth
Algonquian Conference, edited by Josd Mailhot (Ottawa, 1987: 386), these Amerindian
women “incorporated their French husbands into a society structured by native custom
and tradition.” Even so, “[these native women] did not simply reinvent themselves as
being French” (qtd. in Sleeper-Smith 424).
Catholic Kin Networks
The chosen religion of the Mdtis society was principally Roman Catholicism, and
based on findings by Belleau in History o f Old Pembina, 1818-1932, “the Mdtis people
were eager to learn all they could [...] and proved to be among the most devout followers
of the faith in the West” (Camp 25-26). In the same way, the entrepreneurial, proactive
roles of the Native Amerindian women during the evolving time of the fur trade were
eased through the forming of “Catholic kin networks.” These women became
“godmothers to numerous children of mixed-ancestry,” and ultimately, through these
convenient associations, they were able to “negotiate for themselves positions of
prominence and power [... and] these networks [were] compatible with and often parallel
to that of indigenous society” (Sleeper-Smith 424).
In order to thrive and inevitably succeed in the fur trade and on the everdeveloping frontier, French fur traders wisely joined with the indigenous Amerindian
women through marriage, therefore predisposing these women to a position of
“mediators” (Sleeper-Smith 425). Meanwhile, “these women retained their Indian
identity, as evidenced by their language, names, and tribal affiliations.” In addition, the
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Frenchmen heavily relied upon these indigenous women to provide them with “access to
productive resources, particularly agricultural produce” (Slee;

Smith 426-430).

Subsequently, these particular AmeimdL.n women at mg as cultural and
economical liaisons, assisted through a conduit of their “Caih-, h

n networks,” became,

unsurprisingly, “indispensable to the fur trade because they linked the larger fur-trade
posts (the centers of exchange) with the smaller fur-trade posts (the sources of supply).”
In a definite demonstration and evidence of autonomy and nationalism, emergent M<fiis
communities, which were separate from and dissimilar to those who surrounded tnem,
were then established, thus signifying their perception, identification, and representation
as being a distinct population (Sleeper-Smith 432).
The fur traders’ Indian wives passed their techniques and productive skills of the
fur trade on to, in particular, their female children, and it became more probable that the
daughters would “remain in Indian country.” These offspring’s surnames were, for the
most part, French, which signified their mixed ancestry and ultimately designated or
labeled them as being Mdtis (Brown 41). It can be surmised, then, that in order for these
descendants to survive soundly and to successfully interact socially with surrounding
members actively involved in the fur trade, it was both feasibly requisite and
economically sound to embrace varying aspects of their French lineage. In this way, and
for these progeny, there were certain prestigious and sought after advantages to
integrating and to incorporating the heritage and language of their French fathers.
It should be stated, however, that a great number of children born of these inter
mixed marriages of the Cree Indian women and the male French fur traders went
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officially undocumented since “[the marriages] were informal and did not receive
Christian sanction” and because, “[many children] assumed French names once they were
bapti[z]ed or adopted” (Long 273). Yet, by the turn of the nineteenth century, the Mdtis
were accepted and identified as being an integral part of the ever expanding fur trade, but
as the century progressed and because of the new and the recent presence of English
wives of fur traders as well as the English wives of missionaries, “the status of Mdtis or
Indian women drastically declined” (Long 274).
Michif’s Survival
In brief, the Michif language, unfortunately, is a dying one with very few speakers
left to maintain and to ensure its survival. Nevertheless, an enthusiastic mission to
preserve M ichif has been undertaken as a facet of the “Aboriginal Languages Initiative of
the M6tis National Council [which] is financially supported by the Department of
Canadian Heritage and the Aboriginal Language Initiative.” Their overall agenda is to
resuscitate the language through educational means and to “expand geographically the
areas where the language can be spoken” (Gladue 19).
The Mdtis Language Association’s chairperson, Ed St. Pierre, feels that it is his
main goal in life to sustain the existence of Michif. Through various efforts of
preservation in recording the language and establishing a database of authentic
translations, this association and its proponents are hoping to use these resources as
educational methods of instruction in exposing the language to numerous individuals. St.
Pierre firmly believes that “the future of the Michif language rests with young people.”
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Other Mdtis supporter’s such as Bruce Lament also believe that “preserving the language
is an integral part of keeping the Mdtis heritage and culture alive” (LaRose 4).
Some advocates for the conservation and reconstituting of M ichif and its cultural
affiliations have held celebrations in honor of being Mdtis, commemorating their heritage
and cultural practices via wearing authentic representations or renderings of Mdtis
clothing while engaging in nostalgic Mdtis activities and enjoying traditional Mdtis foods
such as “bison pemmican, wild rice, bear lard, and chokecherries from the Cree” as well
as the European influences like country meatballs and gravy from France

(Green

2).
Other proponents of the Mdtis and their language include Ed Ducharme, one of
the directors on the board of the Manitoba Mdtis Federation, who asserts that the Mdtis
flag, represented by the infinity emblem as depicted in Figure 9, signifies “the meeting of
two cultures, Aboriginal and European,” and it is in the middle of this emblem where the
Mdtis resonate (Burke 7). These tributes and endeavors to resurrect the Michif language
and encompassing Mdtis culture sharply contrast with the stifling actions of the past,
prohibiting and forbidding the use and practice of Michif, which perhaps overtly and
consequently contributed to its withering demise (“Many Cultures” 2).
In sum, and in concentrating on Michif’s linguistic attributes, it is definitely an
unusual language, in that many linguists find difficulty in classifying it according to the
well-accepted "family tree" model of language, where all known languages are defined as
having only one parent language. Because of the dual parent language status of Michif, it
cannot be categorized in the same way that most languages are in adherence to this
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specific archetype. Also, Michif is comprised of two distinct phonological and
grammatical systems, so language theory scholars do not know where to apply or how
exactly to evaluate this “peculiar” contact language in their estimation of its validity
(Bakker 3).

Figure 9. The Mdtis Flag . Source: Gabriel Dumont Institute, Mdtis Resource Centre,
Inc, Internet Web Site, URL Address:
http://www.metisresourcecentre.mb.ca/historv/flag.htm.
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Core of MSL Thesis Project
The focus and overall objective of this thesis is to provide a practical account of
translated ASL nominal rerderings of randomly selected Michif nouns, taken arbitrarily
from various Michif noun phrases. This is merely a scholarly attempt to demonstrate and
to appropriately indicate how this specified nominal part of the Michif language would
accurately be conveyed in American Sign Language, if indeed the deaf along with their
embraced language of ASL, were a historical and contemporary part of the Mdtis
communities, thus comprising a certain portion of their Michif speakers. Presumably, it
would be difficult to believe and/or fathom that the historical and/or contemporary Mdtis
communities and their peoples could have remained entirely unaffected by, or had not
encountered, deafness throughout their existence and in the development of the Michif
language. Further data on this measure of deaf existence in the Mdtis communities is
needed and may be difficult to attain, since the Michif language and its speakers are few
in number and are said to be in a state of continuing decline.
Nevertheless, it can be maintained that, if in fact, the Mdtis and their language did
encompass and instill in their communications the preferred language used by the deaf,
that being American Sign Language, stemming from influences of French Sign
Language, in their own language of Michif, the translations in the Chapter IV of this
thesis would, in reality, be a feasible and an acceptable approach in representing the noun
portion of the Michif nominal phrase.
Principally, the main focal point of this thesis’ examination is on the noun phrase
of Michif, that being delineated further to center on the noun itself and on its proper
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translation to American Sign Language. Again, this thesis’ concentrated endeavor is in
accentuating and in focusing on the noun portion of the Michif phrase only, and any
further evaluation of the Michif verb phrase, as well as any accompanying portions of
other sentential constructs and their translations in American Sign Language, would
require additional analysis, which in this case, is outside the confines and overall scope of
this thesis’ particular evaluation. Even so, additional comprehensive investigations into
the Michif verb phrase and other various Michif sentential elements translated to
American Sign Language would be an interesting, and, in all probability, an enlightening,
conduit to discovering, deciphering, and hence determining how languages are related
and/or connected, no matter what the modality. Above all, expanded research examining
more similarities stemming from the origins and developments of both Michif and
American Sign Language may, in fact, reveal a great deal in how languages are related
and are formed based on cultural affiliations and associated worldly circumstances.

CHAPTER III
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE SYNTAX AND
CODIFICATION OF MICHIF
Syntactic Synopsis
Based upon research and conclusions deduced by Peter Bakker in his book, A
Language o f Our Own: The Genesis o f M ichif the Mixed Cree-French o f the Canadian
Metis, “Michif syntax is basically that of Cree-that is, [sentential] word order is relatively
free in Michif.” It seems, though, that when the French part of the language dominates the
sentence, the Michif sentence structure closely resembles French in its oral form (87).
Also, certain facets of the French portion of the language can be attributed to those
resembling the Parisian areas of France with some distinct traits coming from Canadian
French, as well (Peske [Monette] vii, 80). Moreover, when defining the French-stemming
nominal phrase and its word order, at times, “some French-derived adjectives precede nouns;
others follow, as in French.” Still in Michif, “Cree-based relative clauses can precede and
follow the noun phrase” (Bakker 88).
Specifically, the Michif noun phrase it' its syntactic composition is akin to the French
standard. For instance, when used in the naming and in the describing of various persons,
places, or things, the definite articles and the adjectives surrounding and accompanying these
nouns are French derived as well. In contrast, the Cree verb component in the typical Michif
sentence assumes the traits and qualities associated with Algonquian languages by
agglutinating affixes “which are in fact, Plains Cree.” In addition, when English is realized
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in the Michif noun phrase, these English nouns, too, assume the characteristics of having
the French applied definite/indefinite articles and gender affiliations and/or associations
(Crawford, Introduction viii).
The Michif noun phrase, being predominantly French based, also frequently
contains French determiners and/or possessives. The Michif nouns themselves, as with
French nouns, are assigned a either masculine or feminine gender. What is more, Michif
nouns show striking similarities to those used in Canadian French. Furthermore, there is
no French liaison use of definite articles in Michif nouns for the most part, and although
rarely occurring, Cree, Ojibwa, and English nouns have also been integrated into the
Michif language, but their use is limited (Bakker 102-104). Besides this, in Michif,
numbers are predominately French derived with the number “one” being the exception,
sometimes being referred to in the Cree form of “payyek” (Bakker 109).
In brief, the majority of demonstratives used in Michif are Cree; also, both French
and Cree quantifiers in Michif exist and are employed. As for prepositions and
postpositions in the typical Michif application, there are French and Cree prepositions
with Cree postpositions. In the case of adverbs, at least in the typical discernment of
them as modifying verbs, in Michif they are routinely used in the Cree construct of
“preverbal modifiers.” As a final point, the use of coordinating conjunctions in Michif
can be either French and/or Cree, and at times, English versions have been incorporated,
also (Bakker 108-113).
Several examples of possible and variable word order exist in Michif, and these
include SVO, SOV, VSO, OSV, and VOS. The Cree verb phrase will be discussed
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briefly in this overview for general discussion purposes only, since this construct is not
the primary focus of this thesis’ concluding analysis. As a rule, only a small amount of
Michif preterite verb forms exist and indeed are uncommon and infrequent occurrences.
Yet, verbs in the Cree language, as in Michif, play a key role (Bakker 87, 97).
Particularly, thoughts and/or ideas that are most often conveyed in the nominal
phrases in European communications and discourse, are, in Michif, typically utilized in
the Cree verb constructs. Moreover, it is entirely possible and capable for the Cree verbs
in Michif to consist of “twenty morphemes or more.” In fact, a complete and detailed
English sentence would be the valid rendering in converting most individual Cree verbs
of this type to English. Beyond that, it has been documented that French verb phrases
have been known to exist in Michif, but the frequency of their use is both rare and slight
(Bakker 97,100).
Dialectical contrasts have been noted in Michif speakers from various geographic
locales. However, these disparities are “[...] not greater than that shown within many
[other] language groups” (Crawford, Introduction viii). Because of the geographical
scattering of its speakers in Michif’s history of development, this incidence may have had
a significant impact on the relatively marginal inconsistencies in dialects used among the
various Michif settlements and in their sociological convergent and divergent linguistic
interactions (Bakker 119).
The concrete, originating date of the Michif language has yet to be firmly
established, but it is estimated to have been developing in the 18th through the 19th
centuries, circulating around the time of the evolving fur trade in North America.
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M ichif’s oral history seems to be more substantiated in its longevity when compared to
its written form. According to the findings of Bette Boteler’s 1971 master’s thesis in
anthropology, initial print sources of Michif known to exist are from the early 1970’s
(Bakker 162-163).
What follows are varying excerpts and random examples of Michif sentences
taken from the books, Learning M ichif: New Turtle Mountain Chippewa Cree Language
Lessons (LM), by Ida Rose Allard, and The M ichif Dictionary : Turtle Mountain
Chippewa Cree (TMD), by Patline Laverdure and Ida Rose Allard, edited by Dr. John C.
Crawford. These sentences effectively and efficiently demonstrate the intertwining of the
Cree verb-French nominal phrase relationship of the Michif language. In these selected
Michif sentences, the nominal French-derived part of the sentence will be italicized for
purposes of clarity and emphasis.
Examples in Codification
1). Li doekteur lam ichin kee meeyikoow (LM 1).
the doctor

the medicine

NP

NP

gave him

VP

(SOV)

English Translation: The doctor (physician) gave him medicine.

2). Aen zhilay shakwalaw meena kee atawwayw (LM 63).
a jacket chocolate

NP

also

ADV

he bought

VP

(OSV)

English Translation: He also bought a brown jacket.
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3). Shaykayyisstarawak lee zawnfawn (LM 71).
(are) afraid of them

the children

VP

NP

(VOS)

English Translation: Children are afraid of them.

4). En tomat

ahi

avik

la salad (TMD 336).

A tomatoe

put

with

the salad

NP

VP

PREP

NP

(OV(S))

English Translation: Put a tomato with the lettuce.

5). Tahkinay aen bwanaen roozh kishkem (TMD 55).
always

a cap red

he wears

ADV

NP

VP

(OSV)

English Translation: He always wears a red cap.

6). Aen reum dayawn (LM 137).
a cold
NP

I have
VP

(OSV)

English Translation: I have a cold (sickness).

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Various Noun Classes of Michif with Corresponding Illustrated
Signs in American Sign Language (ASL)
Selected Classifications
To represent a sampling of various nouns in Michif corresponding with the probable,
appropriate illustrated sign in ASL, those being described and used will be categorized into
sub-classifications of the more commonly or typically recognized nouns, which could, and
perhaps would, be routinely used in conventional M6tis conversation. Some of the noun
phrases or nouns emphasized will be under the headings of Food and Sustenance, Clothing,
Home or Household Items, Family, Illnesses or Malady Associations, Days / Seasons /
Holidays, Numbers, Nature-Animals/Birds/Insects, and Miscellaneous Nouns.
First, a noun phrase in M ichif will be displayed exhibiting spelling that is often
different from its French counterpart. Next, the noun phrase, pertaining to the various
aforementioned categories, will be demonstrated in its written French form. Then, the
English translation will be provided. Finally, the selected or chosen noun will be illustrated
in its corresponding form of ASL. Some of the ASL handshapes used in these signs are
depicted in Figure 10 in order to make the definition or translation more apparent to the
observer.
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Open

Bent

Modified X

Figure 10. Distinctive and Modified Handshapes Used in American Sign Language.
Source: Elaine Costello, Ph.D. ©Random House W ebster’s Concise American Sign
Language Dictionary (1999), page xii. Reprinted by permission of the Random House
Publishers, 299 Park Avenue, Copyright and Permissions, 7th Floor, New York,
New York 10171.
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Both the French and Michif versions of the nouns demonstrated will also
incorporate their associated definite/indefinite articles in the sampling. This analytic
depiction will both confirm and be an appropriate indication of how the noun phrase in
Michif also assumes the nature of aggregating the specified definite/indefinite articles,
whether masculine or feminine, to the selected noun. The Michif noun phrases will be
indicated by MNP and are cited from either The M ichif Dictionary: Turtle Mountain
Chippewa Cree (MD) by Patline Laverdure and Ida Rose Allard, edited by John
Crawford, or from Learning Michif: New Turtle Mountain Chippewa Cree Language
Lessons by Ida Rose Allard (LM); the French noun phrases will be denoted by FNP and
are referenced from The Bantam New College French and English Dictionary
(BNCFED), by Robert J. Steiner; the English translation can be located by ET, and the
designated corresponding signs in Amercian Sign Language will use the associated
acronym ASL with the referral source of both the descriptive texts and figures being from
Random House Webster's Concise Amercian Sign Language Dictionary (RHWCASLD)
by Elaine Costello, Ph.D, founder of Gallaudet University Press. All the following
illustrations and descriptive texts from Random House W ebster’s American Sign
Language Dictionary (RHWCASLD) are reprinted with written permission from
Random House Publishers.
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Food and Sustenance
1).

M NP: Enfrayz {LM 318)
FNP:

Une fraise (BNCFED 149)

ET:

(A) strawberry

ASL: Wipe the right extended index finger, palm facing inward, downward on
the lips. Then wipe the thumb of the right hand, palm facing inward, downward
on the lips (RHWCASLD 444).

Figure 11. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Strawberry.
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2).

MNP: La krem

(JLM

173)

ENP: La crdme (BNCFED 84)
ET:

(The) cream

ASL: (Initialized sign representing skimming cream from the top of milk). Bring
the little-finger side of the right C hand, palm facing left, back toward the chest in
a circular movement across the palm of the left open hand
(RHWCASLD 109).

Figure 12. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Cream.
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3).

M NP: Lee pwaw

{L M

175)

FNP:

Les pois (BNCFED 247)

ET:

(The) peas

ASL:

(The finger points to peas in a pod). Touch the fingertip of the right

modified X hand, palm facing down, on the extended left finger, palm facing in
and finger pointing right, moving from the base to the tip, touching down in
several places (RHWCASLD 320).

Figure 13. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Peas.
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4).

MNP: Li bueur (LAf 173)
FNP:

Le beurre (BNCFED 33)

ET:

(The) butter

ASL: Wipe the extended fingers of the U hand, palm facing down and thumb
extended, across the palm of the left open hand, with a repeated movement,
drawing the right fingers back into the palm each time (RHWCASLD 67).

Figure 14. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Butter.
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5).

MNP: En tomat

(M D

336)

FNP:

Une tomate (BNCFED 310)

ET:

(A) tomato

ASL: (Red + gesture that shows slicing). Bring the extended right index finger
from the lips, palm facing in, downward with a deliberate movement across the
thumb side of the left O hand held in front of the chest, palm facing down, ending
with the right palm facing down in front of the body (RHWCASLD 471).

Figure 15. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Tomato.
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Clothing
1).

MNP: En shmeezh

(L M

67)

FNP:

Une chemise (BNCFED 58)

ET:

(A) shirt

ASL:

(Indicates the location of a shirt). Pull a small portion of clothing from the

upper right chest forward with the fingers of the right F hand, palm facing in, with
a double movement (RHWCASLD 406).

Figure 16. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Shirt.
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2).

MNP: Aen souyee

(TM D

294)

FNP:

Un soulier (BNCFED 293)

ET:

(A) shoe

ASL: (Represents the clicking of heels together). Tap the index-finger of both S
hands together in front of the chest with a double movement, palms facing down
(RHWCASLD 407).

Figure 17. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Shoe.
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3).

MNP: Aen bwanaen

(TM D

55)

FNP:

Un bonnet (BNCFED 37)

ET:

(A) cap

ASL: (Mimic tipping a cap with a visor). Bring the right modified X
hand from in front of the head, palm facing left, back to the top of the head
(RHWCASLD 72).

Figure 18. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Cap.
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4).

MNP: Lee baw

(L M

67)

FNP:

Les bas (BNCFED 495)

EE:

(The) socks / hosiery

ASL: (Suggests needles used for knitting socks). Rub the sides of both extended
index fingers back and forth with an alternating movement, palms facing down
and fingers pointing forward in front of the body (RHWCASLD 424).

Figure 19. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Sock / Hosiery.
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5).

MNP: Lee bot

(T M D

49)

FNP:

Les boltes (BNCFED 38)

ET:

(The) boots

ASL:

(Mimic pulling on boots). Beginning with both A hands in front of the left

side of the waist, palms facing each other, bring the hands sharply back and
upward toward the body by twisting the wrists. Repeat in front of the right side of
the waist (RHWCASLD 57).

Figure 20. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Boots.
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Home or Household Items
1).

MNP: La tab (LM 46)
FNP: La table (BNCFED 302)
E l:

(The) table

ASL: (Represents the flat surface of a tabletop). Beginning with the bent arms
of both open hands across the chest, right arm above the left arm, move the right
arm down with a short double movement (RHWCASLD 456).

Figure 21. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Table,
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2).

MNP: Aen koutoo

(T M D

156)

FNP:

Un couteau (BNCFED 82)

ET:

(A) knife

ASL: (Represents the slicing movement done with a knife). Slide the bottom
side of the extended right index finger, palm facing in, with a double movement at
an angle across the length of the extended left index finger, palm facing right,
turning the right palm down each time as it moves off the end of the left index
finger (RHWCASLD 241).

Figure 22. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Knife.
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3).

MNP: En forshet (L M 46)
FNP:

Une fourche (BNCFED148)

ET:

(A) fork

A$L: (Representing tines of a fork). Touch the fingertips of the right V hand,
palm facing down, on the palm of upturned left open hand. Then quickly turn the
right hand so the palm faces the body and touch the left palm again
(RHWCASLD 174).

Figure 23. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Fork.
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4).

MNP; En chouyayr (TMD 310)
FNP:

Une cuiller/cuiltere (BCNFED 86)

jET:

(A) spoon

A&L:

(The fingers represent a spoon scooping up food). Wipe the back of the

fingers of the right U hand, palm facing up and thumb extended, across the
upturned palm of the left open hand from the fingers to the heel with a double
movement (RHWCASLD 432).

Figure 24. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Spoon.
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5).

MNP: Li lee

(JLM

82)

ENP:

Le lit (BNCFED 194)

ET:

(The) bed

ASL: (Mimic laying the head against a pillow). Rest the right cheek at an angle
on the palm of the right opened hand (RHWCASLD 44).

Figure 25. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Bed.
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Family
1 ).

MNP: Lee zawnfawn (TMD 61)
FNP: Lesenfants (BNCFED 122)
ET:

(The) children

ASL: (Patting a number of children on their heads). Pat the right open
hand, palm facing down, in the front of the right side of the body and then to the
right with a double arc (RHWCASLD 83).

Figure 26. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Children.
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2).

MNP: La tawnt

(T M D

30)

FNP:

La tante (BNCFED 303)

ET:

(The) aunt

ASL: (Initialized sign formed near the right cheek). Shake the right A hand,
palm facing forward, near the right cheek (RHWCASLD 32).

Figure 27. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Aunt.
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3).

MNP: Li niveau

(T M D

189)

FNP: Leneveu (BNCFED 219)
ET:

(rrhe) nephew

ASL: (Initialized sign formed near the male area of the head). Beginning with
the extended fingers of the right N hand pointing toward the right side of the
forehead, palm facing left, twist the wrist to point the fingers forward with a
double movement (RHWCASLD 290).

Figure 28. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Nephew.
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4).

MNP: (m) Aen kouzaen / (f) Une kouzin

(L M

142)

FNP:

(m) Un cousin / (f) Une cousine (BNCFED 82)

EE:

(A) cousin

ASL: (Male cousin: Initialized sign formed near the male area of the head).
Move the right C hand, palm facing left, with a shaking movement near the right
side of the forehead.
(Female cousin: Initialized sign near the female area of the head). Move
the right C hand, palm facing left, with a shaking movement near the right side of
the chin (RHWCASLE 107).

Figure 29. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Cousin.
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5).

MNP: Aen maree

(T M D

137)

FNP:

Un maree (BNCFED 203)

JET:

(A) husband

A&L:

(Hand moves from the male area of the head + "marry"). Move the right

C hand from the right side of the forehead, palm facing down, down to clasp the
left curved hand held in front of the chest, palm facing up (RHWCASLD 217).

Figure 30. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Husband.
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Illnesses or Malady Associations
1).

MNP: La rouzhol (TMD 174)
FNP:

La rougeole (BNCFED 281)

ET:

(The) measles

ASL: (Shows the location of measles spots). Beginning with the fingers of both
curved 5 hands, palms facing each other, on each side of the chin, move the hands
upward, touching the fingertips to the cheeks and then to each side of the forehead
(RHWCASLD 269).

Figure 31. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Measles.
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2).

MNP: En malajee

(T M D

297)

FNP:

Une maladie (BNCFED 200)

ET:

(An / A) illness / sickness

ASL: (The finger used to indicate feeling touches the forehead to show that a
person doesn't feel well). Touch the middle finger of the right 5 hand, palm
facing in, to the forehead (RHWCASLD 411).

Figure 32. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Illness / Sickness.
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3).

MNP: Aen reum

(TM D

64)

FNP:

Un rhume (BNCFED 200)

ET:

(A) cold

ASL: (Mimic blowing one's nose). Grasp the nose with the thumb and the index
finger of the right A hand, palm facing in, and pull the hand forward off the nose
with a double movement (RHWCASLD 90).

Figure 33. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for (A) Cold.
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4).

MNP: Aen doekteur ( T M D 226)
FNP: Un docteur (BNCFED 109)
ET:

(A) doctor

ASL: (Formed at the location where one's pulse is taken). Tap the fingertips of
the right M hand, palm facing left, on the wrist of the of the upturned left open
hand with a double movement (RHWCASLD 131).

Figure 34. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for (A) Doctor/Medical Physician.
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5).

MNP: Aen mal di tet ( T M D 128)
FNP:

Un mal de tet (BNCFED 487)

ET:

(A) headache

ASL: (Fingers indicating a stabbing pain or hurt formed near the forehead).
With both extended index fingers pointing toward each other in front of the
forehead, palms facing down, jab them toward each other with a short double
movement (RHWCASLD 203).

Figure 35. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for (A) Headache.
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Days / Seasons / Holidays
1).

MNP: Dimaen (TMD 336)
FNP:

Demain (BNCFED 96)

ET:

Tomorrow

ASL: (The sign moves forward [indicating] the future). Move the palm side of
the right 10 hand, palin facing left, from the right side of the chin forward, while
twisting the wrist (RHWCASLD 471).

Figure 36. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Tomorrow.
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2).

MNP: Jimawnsh

(T M D

321)

FNP:

Dimanche (BNCFED106)

ET:

Sunday

ASL:

(The movement of hands show reverence and awe). Beginning with both

open hands in front of each shoulder, palms facing forward and fingers pointing
up, move hands forward and back with a small double movement
(RHWCASLD 450).

Figure 37. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Sunday.
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3).

MNP: L’itee

(T M D

321)

FNP:

L’etd (BNCFED132)

ET:

Summer

ASL:

(Represents wiping sweat from the brow). Bring the thumb side of the

extended right index finger ,palm facing down and finger pointing left, across the
forehead while bending the index finger into the X hand (RHWCASLD 450).

Figure 38. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Summer.
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4).

MNP: Lipraentawn

(T M D

311)

FNP:

Leprintemps (BNCFED 255)

ET:

Spring

ASL: (Similar to sign for grow except with a double movement). Beginning
with the right flattened O hand, palm facing up, being held by the left C hand,
palm facing in, move the right hand upward with a double movement, opening
into a 5 hand each time (RHWCASLD 433).

Figure 39. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Spring.
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5).

MNP: Li Zhour di Nwel

(T M D

62)

FNP: Noel (BNCFED 219)
ET:

Christmas

ASL:

(Initialized sigh showing the shape of a wreath). Move the right C hand,

palm facing forward, in a large arc from in front of the left shoulder to in front of
the right shoulder (RHWCASLD 84).

Figure 40. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Christmas.
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Numbers
1).

MNP;
FNP:
ET:
ASL:
in front of the shoulder with the palm either forward away from the body or
inward toward the body, depending on the context for using the number. For
example, when counting objects up to five, the palm should face in toward the
signer. However, when expressing age or time, the palm should face forward
(RHWCASLD 512).

3

Figure 41. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for The Number Three.
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2).

MNP: Trwawzyem (7MD 332)
FNP:

Troisidme (BNCFED 316)

E l:

Third

ASL: Ordinal numbers are used when expressing order or rank in a series. Hold
the hand comfortably in front of the right shoulder, twisting the wrist when
forming each sign (RHWCASLD 51o).

Figure 42. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Third.
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3).

MNP: Sawn (7MD 137)
FNP: Cent (BNCFED 316)
ET:

(One) hundred

ASL: When signing one-hundred, the right index finger pointing upward is
indicated first, and then, the abbreviation C representing the Roman numeral for
hundred is made by moving the right C hand, palm facing left, from in front of the
chest a short distance to the right (RHWCASLD 216, 514).

Figure 43. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for One-Hundred.
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4).

MNP: Mil

(T M D

332)

FNP: Mille (BNCFED 209)
ET:

(A) Thousand

A$L: (An M hand representing mille, the Latin word for thousand). Bring the
fingertips of the right bent hand, palm facing left, against the palm of the left open
hand in front of the body, palm facing right and fingers pointing forward
(RHWCASLD 466).

Figure 44. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Thousand.
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5).

MNP: Aenmilyoon (TMD 111)
FNP: Un Million (BNCFED 210)
ET:

(A) Million

ASL: (Initialized sign similar to sign for thousand except repeated). Touch the
fingertips of the right M hand, palm facing down, first on the heel, then in the
middle, and then on the fingers of the upturned left open hand
(RHWCASLD 274).

million

Figure 45. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for (A) Million.
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Nature -Animals/Birds/Insects
1 ).

MNP: Enpoul (LM 167)
FNP:

Une Poule (BNCFED 251)

ET:

(A) Chicken / Hen

ASL: (Represents a chicken's comb). Tap the thumb of the right 3 hand, palm
facing left and fingers pointing up, against the chin with a repeated movement
(RHWCASLD 83).

Figure 46. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Chicken/Hen.
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2).

M NP: Aen shaw (m) / En shat (f)

(T M D

57).

FNP:

Un chat (m) / Une chatte (f) (BNCFED 57).

E l:

(A) Cat

ASL: (Cat's whiskers). Move the fingertips of both F hands, palms facing each
other, from each side of the mouth outward with a repeated movement
(RHWCASLD 75).

Figure 47. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Cat.
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3).

MNP: L’aegl

(T M D

82)

FNP:

L'aigle (BNCFED 9)

ET:

(The) Eagle

ASL:

(Represents an eagle's beak). Tap the back of the index finger of the right

X hand, palm facing forward, against the nose with a double movement
(RHWCASLD 140).

Figure 48. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Eagle.
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4).

MNP; Aen (y)awmoo (TMD 38)
FNP:

Un &miel (BNCFED 494)

JET:

(A Honey) Bee

ASL: (The biting action of an insect and then a natural gesture of brushing it
away). Press the index finger and thumb of the right F hand against the right
cheek. Then brush the index-finger side of the right B hand, palm facing forward,
from near the right ear forward by bending the wrist (RHWCASLD 44).

Figure 49. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for (A Honey) Bee.
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5).

MNP: Aenfrimee

(T M D

23)

ENP:

Une fourmi (BNCFED 148)

ET:

(An) Ant

ASL: (Initialized sign showing movement of ant's legs). With the heel of the
left A hand on the back of the right curved 5 hand, palm facing down, move the
right hand forward while wiggling the fingers (RHWCASLD 21).

Figure 50. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Ant.
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Miscellaneous Nouns
1).

MNP: Leezhveu (TMD 121)
FNP:

Les cheveux (BNCFED 59)

ET:

Hair (of a person)

ASL: (Location of hair). Hold a strand of hair with the thumb and forefinger of
the right F hand, palm facing left, and shake it with a repeated movement
(RHWCASLD 198).

Figure 51. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Hair.
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2).

MNP: Lisavoon

(T M D

305)

ENP:

Le savon (BNCFED 285)

ET:

Soap

ASL: (Represents rubbing soap on one's hands). Wipe the fingers of the right
bent hand on the palm of the left open hand from the fingers to the heel with a
double movement, bending the right fingers back into the palm each time
(RHWCASLD 423).

Figure 52. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Soap.
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3).

MNP: AenNawzh

(T M D

23)

FNP:

Un Ange (BNCFED 14)

ET:

(An) Angel

ASL: (Shows movement of an angel's wings). Beginning with the fingertips of
both bent hands touching each shoulder, palms facing down, twist the hands
forward and outward and bend the fingers up and down with a repeated
movement (RHWCASLD 19).

Figure 53. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Angel.
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4).

MNE: Latayr (TMD 74)
FNP:

La terre (BNCFED 307)

ET:

Dirt / Earth / Land

ASL: (Feeling the texture of dirt). Beginning with both flattened O hands in
front of each side of the body, palms facing up, move the thumb of each hand
smoothly across each fingertip, starting with the little fingers and ending as A
hands (RHWCASLD 127).

Figure 54. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Dirt.
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5).

MNP: Aen Kriyoon

(T M D

221)

FNP: Un Crayon (BNCFED 83)
ET:

(A) Pencil

A$L: (Indicates wetting the tip of a pencil and then writing with it). Touch the
fingertips of the right modified X hand, palm facing in, near the mouth. Then
move the right hand smoothly down and across the upturned left open hand from
the heel to off the fingertips (RHWCASLD 321).

Figure 55. American Sign Language (ASL) Sign for Pencil.
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Brief Summary of Results
In viewing these specified illustrations of various represented signs in ASL
corresponding to the associated Michif nouns, first being translated to French, then to
English, and finally to ASL, it can be observed that certain obvious parallels exist
between the Michif and the French language, along with a coexistence and sense of
logical meaning being essentially derived from the relationally depicted signs in ASL.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A Sociolinguistic Perspective
Language Choic.e.and .C.Qmmunal Self-Identity
In sociolinguistics, when individuals use language, they use it for purposes of selfidentification, in allegiance to a particular segment of society, and in their overad perceptions
and cognitions (Lucas, Introduction 1). Since language and culture seem inherent in each
v,ther, the understanding of both is essential to overall comprehension of a society. In
researching the areas of ASL and Michif, certain similarities and commonalities can be
observed. Both languages were not the prevailing and desired language used by the external
societal members of the majority, yet both the Deaf society as well as the Mdtis, through selfdetermined efforts, persevered and ultimately endured in maintaining an expression of
themselves through their exclusive and preferred languages. In addition, some people
questioned (and possibly still do) whether or not ASL and Michif are “true” languages.
A sense of community through “shared life experience” is a strong and necessary
component for, and in, defining a select culture, its members, and in the end, its language
(Lucas, Sociolinguistics of The Deaf 49).

Likewise, to share common values in areas such

as language, th .ough a profound sense of unity in a sense of isolation can, and, in many
ways, does amply define both the Deaf and the Mdtis societies in their struggles to preserve
their heritage and their inherent customs in a fairly non-conducive setting.
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The Deaf and their use of ASL (still presently not understood well by many who are
unfamiliar) it seems have a greater number of proponents rallying for their language’s
survival and endurance when compared to that of the Mdtis and to the urgent and continued
use of the Michif language. It would be unfortunate and, indeed, a great loss to many if
Michif were no longer spoken or studied and suffered the same fate of extinction as so many
other of the world’s inconsequentially perceived languages. However, through various
concerted efforts, advocates for preserving the endangered Michif language, it appears, are
growing in number perhaps because of increasing awareness of the language and of its merits
for applied research, by attempting to understand its unusual evolution and composition.
Moreover, Benjamin Lee Whorf’s notion of “linguistic reality” specifies that “every
language has its own pattern-system by which its speakers not only communicate but also
analyze nature, notice or neglect certain relationships, and channel reasoning” (Lord 21-22).
In this thesis' sociolinguistic investigation of ASL, Michif, and subsequently, MSL: Michif
Sign Language— The Noun Phrases, the desire has been to preferably and conceivably
uncover certain revealing and enlightening aspects about signed and spoken languages,
perhaps optimistically unveiling a symbiotic relationship of information.
Some sociolinguistic parallels noticed in this thesis’ applied research are, first, that
FSL evolved as a blending of the French language besides being impacted from indigenous
sign systems ensuing from isolated Deaf Communities and from strict digressions of
monasteries separate from FSL, yet FSL endured as a model, because it was the language of
an un-integrated sub-society that had its own viability and tenacity, hence, securing a distinct
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place in history. Second, ASL, as it has been noted, was, in a sense, derived from the
interactions of Clerc and Gallaudet with some syntactical French structures present in its
formation-like for example the adjective phrase being post nominal-had its own separate
history developing and stemming from a blend of influences including some used by the
inhabitants of Martha’s Vineyard and perhaps some of those used by the North American
Indian Natives.
Finally, the Michif language also arose out of a discriminate, non-integrated sub
society utilizing the French and the Cree languages. It is contended that certain answers
surrounding the bifurcation of Michif into French and/or English noun phrases and Cree
and/or Ojibwa verb phrases might be better understood by looking at the development of FSL
and ASL. It could be suggested that some form of gesturing was conceivably present in the
genesis of Michif. It is true that in many situations of dissimilar language contacts gestural
situations may and irrefutably do arise. The syntactic iconic nature, at times, derived from
signed languages may lead to clustering in the noun phrase, although it can also present itself
in the verb phrase as well.
What has been observed in the analysis of this thesis is a strong set of parallels
between Michif and ASL; for example, both of these languages had French as a parent
language and details regarding their overall development in noted “exiled communities”
seems highly comparable also. Although the divisions syntactically in Michif are readily
apparent, it seems also possible to describe ASL as a “truncated” bi-parental language, and in
using Michif as a model, see ASL as a “blend” resulting from cross-cultural contrast.
Perhaps this perspective on ASL, taken from Michif’s viewpoint, will provide assistance in
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understanding the languages’ unilateral development as separate languages for thriving,
separating cultures.
Further Proposed Research Possibilities
The Query of Michif Sign Language
To effectively determine if Michif Sign Language (MSL) ./as practiced in the Mdtis
communities when the Michif language was originating would be a didactically valuable area
for further deliberated study. This information, however, may not be easily obtained since
those persons having access to the necessary data may no longer exist, and there may be no
way of supporting or substantiating any folkloric evidence. In theory, however, it is and has
been possible to render a typical Michif noun phrase and translate that portion of it to ASL
based on applied efforts, thus effectively producing a plausible represented form.
Another area for future research would be in translating the Michif verb phrase to
ASL. It would be conceivably intriguing and informative to, in due course, discover if this
realm of applied research would disclose any encompassing properties central to
understanding how and why Michif was constructed in the way it is, having chiefly Cree
verbs phrases mixed with nominal French constructs. The mystery of why this particular
pairing of syntactic elements occurred in Michif is, as of yet, inconclusive. Other areas for
further assessment would include transferring other sentential constituents, such as adverbs,
prepositions, etc., to ASL in order to ultimately achieve an approximate rendering of a
conventional Michif sentence.
In sum, advanced research in the area of ASL, too, would be favored since this type
of research “can only enhance our understanding of variation in all languages” (Lucas et al.).
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The measured impact of language on the society of a people should not be underestimated in
its overall affect on what it truly means to be human and in how it ties together diverse and
varied cultures through inclusive interactions and by mutual realizations of our existence.
The study of language is and continues to be an ever-present frontier with infinite
possibilities.
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